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Letters to the editor
Dear Sir,
Can you help me?  I live on the edge of Somerton.  Since 5.00
a.m. on 28 Dec. 2019 & regularly thereafter, all night long and
most of the day, my home has been assaulted by a thrumming
vibration & reverberation.
Over a period of six weeks I traced the night disturbances,
which is egregious, to drilling into the subsurface rock and
tamping by the sub-contractors engaged to strengthen the
embankments, bridges, & relaying of aggregate & track &
tamping down. All necessary, along the stretch of track
between Curry Rivel and Castle Cary. Low frequency travels
long distances! I contacted Network Rail repeatedly but did
not get a response until I wrote to their CEO in London.
However, apart from being polite they have made no
adjustments to the all night & early morning schedule.  SSDC
have put in a monitoring device at my home.
Can you help by asking the public if anyone else is suffering
like this?  I am sure there are elderly folk complaining to family
that think it is just old age sleeplessness!
The real problem is not so much the lack of sleep as the
nausea generated by the vibration which is amplified by
bedding. With older folk it will probably show as confusion
and/or a loss of general wellbeing.
I have asked SSDC to limit the activity to 2 a.m. at night as it is
necessary work.  That at least would allow some quality sleep
to sufferers who are able to pick up the low frequency thrum.
So far without success.  They say no one else is complaining.
Is it possible for you to ask the public in your wonderful
magazine if they are suffering similarly to contact
Environmental Services SSDC, Mr Justin Williamson)
The latter being a marathon wait on the phone line.
I can tell you it is no mean reverberation and is in full swing at
this moment. I do not think this type of work should be
allowed to continue after 2.00 a.m. of a morning.  In the last
24 hrs there was a diminution between 18.00 & 20.00
yesterday and between 7.00 & 8.00 a.m. this morning.
Yours faithfully,
M. Brown, Somerton
Editor’ note: If anyone would like to get in touch with us with similar
problems we’ll pass on the information to Mrs Brown

Dear Sir
I have been avoiding using Amazon wherever possible for
several years and voicing my opinions to family, friends and
anyone else when the opportunity arises. Thus, I was pleased
to read the article on page 40 of the July issue but why hide
the subject matter under an obscure title two-thirds of the
way through the publication. The message needs to be loud &
clear on the front page.
Would you please consider writing a more specific and lengthy
leader on the evils of Amazon, not just with regard to taxation
but the impact on and potential loss of local & UK national
businesses in all areas of commerce - not just books. I realise
that most people turn to Amazon automatically but there is an
opportunity for you to make some people think twice before
pressing the button.
Whilst living outside your core area, I have been reading The
Leveller regularly and thank you for your efforts in trying to
ensure transparency & accountability.
LJ Ashman, Ruishton
(Editor’s comment: Please rest assured that Ruishton is not outside
our core area, The Leveller these days covers the same footprint as
Somerset County Council)
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Sir,
With lockdown easing, it’s clear the Government wants us to
become more active, return to work and dine out again. To
support this, local authorities have already begun to create
new cycle lanes, e-scooter trials have started, and more
tables and chairs are appearing on our pavements.
But some of these changes are having a direct impact on blind
and partially sighted people, who can’t see where new cycle
lanes cross walkways, find it difficult to identify silent e-
scooters and have paths blocked by al-fresco dining outside
restaurants.
It’s essential that local authorities consult with disabled
people to consider the effect these changes may have on
people who are blind or partially sighted, or who have other
mobility issues. Space for new cycle lanes should be taken
from roads, have controlled crossings, and not affect bus stop
access. E-scooter trials must not inadvertently increase
obstacles on the pavement, and businesses considering
putting furniture outside should think about how disabled
people will navigate around it.
Our ‘new normal’ should be as open and inclusive as possible,
to help everyone get back outside – not make it more
difficult.
Eleanor Thompson
Head of Policy and Public Affairs
RNIB (Royal National Institute of Blind People)

Dear Editor
Thank you for drawing attention to SSDC's additional loan to
SSDC Opium (LevellerLive article published 24 July). On 17th
May 2018, SSDC lent the company £9.84m, on 15th August
2019 £2.5m, and it is now in the public domain that the
council created a facility for a further ££2.35m, bringing the
total loans to £14.679 million. The documents do not show
the terms of the repayments and the interest charged.
SSDC has announced that the power strorage facility is now
up and running - so why is there a need to pour more money
into it?
Furthermore, since Alex Parmley SSDC's chief executive has
resigned as a director, SSDC has only one employee as a
director so the three non-SSDC directors now control the
company and can make whatever decisions they choose. Why
has SSDC ceded control when so much taxpayer's money is
involved?
Surely SSDC would have been better to invest such a large
sum on constructing affordable housing in Yeovil which
desperately needs it?
Yours faithfully
Teresa Sienkiewicz, Lopen

Dear Sir
I think there are two main reasons in favour of a single
unitary council.
First – Two tier causes misallocation of income and priorities
between district and county that would not happen under a
single unitary council.  While Somerset County Council had
struggled with funding essential social and child care, my
district council seems to have plenty of money for diverse
projects.  Taunton Deane announced in 2014 that would
move into County Hall to reduce waste and duplication but
then spent £7m renovating their original offices.  They then
merged with West Somerset under a so called
‘transformation’ programme with Ignite which cost citizens
£10m including unplanned redundancies.  This year they
speculated £3m on a bingo hall and bus station in
considerable contrast to Sedgemoor’s Gravity Park.
Second – The cumulative savings are huge.  If councillors had
voted for a unitary authority in 2007, they could have saved
their citizens £200m in total annual savings plus £89m by not
approving the defensive Southwest One, the unnecessary
Ignite transformation and property speculation.
Devolving some services to parish and town councils if they
want it would bring new clarity, focus, democracy and
authority to the area where people actually live, especially to
30,000 Taunton citizens who don’t have a town council.
It is time to follow Wiltshire, Dorset, North Somerset,
BANES, Cornwall and 150 other authorities which became
unitary.  Avoiding the need for time-consuming negotiations
across five authorities and reducing costs by utilising the
massive improvements in communications and technology
over the last 50 years, is surely now just normal business
reform.
Chris Mann
Taunton

Dear Sir
Am I alone in finding Ms Patel’s attitude utterly shameful?
Asking the Royal Navy to push back boats of asylum seekers
is no better than the callous attitude of some Mediterranean
countries to the plight of families fleeing from North Africa.
If our government were to revise its hostile policy towards
asylum seekers, Christian charity and economic benefit might
prevail.
Asylum seekers are not allowed to work for their living
though most would gladly do so, filling some of the gaps in
our labour market. If they had employment, they would cease
to depend on the social security benefits paid to all asylum
seekers. They would then be contributing to the National
Income and would pay National Insurance contributions.
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Dear Sir,
With lockdown easing, it’s clear the Government wants us to
become more active, return to work and dine out again. To
support this, local authorities have already begun to create
new cycle lanes, e-scooter trials have started, and more
tables and chairs are appearing on our pavements.
But some of these changes are having a direct impact on blind
and partially sighted people, who can’t see where new cycle
lanes cross walkways, find it difficult to identify silent e-
scooters and have paths blocked by al-fresco dining outside
restaurants.
It’s essential that local authorities consult with disabled
people to consider the effect these changes may have on
people who are blind or partially sighted, or who have other
mobility issues. Space for new cycle lanes should be taken
from roads, have controlled crossings, and not affect bus stop
access. E-scooter trials must not inadvertently increase
obstacles on the pavement, and businesses considering
putting furniture outside should think about how disabled
people will navigate around it.
Our ‘new normal’ should be as open and inclusive as possible,
to help everyone get back outside – not make it more
difficult.
Eleanor Thompson
Head of Policy and Public Affairs
RNIB (Royal National Institute of Blind People)

Dear Editor
Thank you for drawing attention to SSDC's additional loan to
SSDC Opium (LevellerLive article published 24 July). On 17th
May 2018, SSDC lent the company £9.84m, on 15th August
2019 £2.5m, and it is now in the public domain that the
council created a facility for a further ££2.35m, bringing the
total loans to £14.679 million. The documents do not show
the terms of the repayments and the interest charged.
SSDC has announced that the power strorage facility is now
up and running - so why is there a need to pour more money
into it?
Furthermore, since Alex Parmley SSDC's chief executive has
resigned as a director, SSDC has only one employee as a
director so the three non-SSDC directors now control the
company and can make whatever decisions they choose. Why
has SSDC ceded control when so much taxpayer's money is
involved?
Surely SSDC would have been better to invest such a large
sum on constructing affordable housing in Yeovil which
desperately needs it?
Yours faithfully
Teresa Sienkiewicz, Lopen
Dear Sir
I think there are two main reasons in favour of a single
unitary council.
First – Two tier causes misallocation of income and priorities
between district and county that would not happen under a
single unitary council.  While Somerset County Council had
struggled with funding essential social and child care, my
district council seems to have plenty of money for diverse
projects.  Taunton Deane announced in 2014 that would
move into County Hall to reduce waste and duplication but
then spent £7m renovating their original offices.  They then
merged with West Somerset under a so called
‘transformation’ programme with Ignite which cost citizens
£10m including unplanned redundancies.  This year they
speculated £3m on a bingo hall and bus station in
considerable contrast to Sedgemoor’s Gravity Park.

Second – The cumulative savings are huge.  If councillors had
voted for a unitary authority in 2007, they could have saved
their citizens £200m in total annual savings plus £89m by not
approving the defensive Southwest One, the unnecessary
Ignite transformation and property speculation.
Devolving some services to parish and town councils if they
want it would bring new clarity, focus, democracy and
authority to the area where people actually live, especially to
30,000 Taunton citizens who don’t have a town council.
It is time to follow Wiltshire, Dorset, North Somerset,
BANES, Cornwall and 150 other authorities which became
unitary.  Avoiding the need for time-consuming negotiations
across five authorities and reducing costs by utilising the
massive improvements in communications and technology
over the last 50 years, is surely now just normal business
reform.
Chris Mann
Taunton

Dear Sir
Am I alone in finding Ms Patel’s attitude utterly shameful?
Asking the Royal Navy to push back boats of asylum seekers
is no better than the callous attitude of some Mediterranean
countries to the plight of families fleeing from North Africa.
If our government were to revise its hostile policy towards
asylum seekers, Christian charity and economic benefit might
prevail.
Asylum seekers are not allowed to work for their living
though most would gladly do so, filling some of the gaps in
our labour market. If they had employment, they would cease
to depend on the social security benefits paid to all asylum
seekers. They would then be contributing to the National
Income and would pay National Insurance contributions.
Above all asylum seekers would feel a sense of dignity and
self-respect. Instead of living in enforced idleness they would
feel part of society. Incidentally those refused asylum are
entitled to appeal but they receive no support whatever and
the Home Office can be painfully slow in coming to a decision
on individual cases. I know of one man who waited fifteen
years for the Home Office to give him leave to remain.
I put these points to my local MP when congratulating him on
his re-election last December, but he was too busy
dismantling our relations with Europe to acknowledge my
letter
Yours sincerely
Malcolm Elliot, Ilminster

Dear Editor
The application to ‘reopen’ a former quarry adjacent to Batts
Lane, Long Sutton has progressed since your report in
August. If approved, it would turn greenfield farmland into an
industrial nightmare. This has generated huge local opposition
with 114 letters of objection and just two of support, with
one from the proposed operator Gallion.
When first applied for last year SCC rejected it because: -
‘Insufficient information has been provided to demonstrate
that the proposed development would not present an
unacceptable risk to controlled waters. Specific areas of
uncertainty relate to the nature of contamination present, the
distribution of these contaminants in soils and groundwater
and what risks this specific development introduced in
relation to these risks. The Proposal is therefore contrary to
policy SMP5 (d).
The applicant subsequently commissioned a GEO-
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT which identifies several
serious pollutants in the ground that include carcinogenic

Letters to the Editor
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The Somerset Day
15 September
  Sunrise   6.48 am
  Sunset    7.23 pm
15 October
  Sunrise   7.36 am
  Sunset    6.16 pm

Markets
by Hattie Bowler

Here once again is our small
directory of markets with the
where and when they are held.
And if you’d like us to add one that
you are aware of that we’ve missed out - please do get in
touch. At the time of writing most but not all of these markets
were going ahead as usual. Obviously be aware that this may
change. When visiting the markets please observe the social
distancing advice as far as possible.
Barrington Producers Market: Village Hall, 4th Saturday of the
month 10am - 12 noon.
Bridgwater Castle Market: Fore Street Friday 9am-2pm
Castle Cary Market: Market Place, Tuesday 8.30am-2.00pm
Churchinford Village Market, Village Hall, 1st Saturday of the
month 10am-12noon
Drayton Market: Village Hall, 3rd Saturday of the month,
10am-12 noon
Frome Independent. High Street 1st Sunday March-December
Glastonbury Country Market:: Town Hall, Tues 9am-12.30pm
Glastonbury Farmers Market: Market Cross 4th Saturday of
the month 9am - 2pm
Hatch Beauchamp Produce Market: Village Hall 2nd Saturday
morning of the month
Ilminster - Market Square every Thursday 8am-2pm
Langport produce market: Town Square, last Friday of the
month 10.0am to 2pm
Langport Country Market: Undercroft, Langport Town Hall
Friday 9.00-11.00am
Langport Vintage Market: Town Square 10.00am-4,00pm 2nd

Saturday
Martock Farmers Market: 2nd Saturday 10am - 1pm North St.
North Curry: Village Hall, Greenway. 9.30am – 11.30am
monthly market on the first Saturday each month.
Shepton Mallet Market. Friday 9am-2pm
Somerton Country Market: Unicorn Skittle Alley, Saturday
9.00-12.00
Somerton Market, Market Square first Friday of the month
10.00am-12.30 pm
Street Market: High St/Farm Rd Thursday 9am - 4pm
Taunton Farmers Market: High Street, Thursdays 9am -3pm
Taunton “Pannier” Market, food and produce: High Street,
Fridays 9am-4.30pm
Taunton Craft Market: High Street, Saturday 9am-4.30pm
Wellington Farmers Market, High Street, alternate Saturdays
9-12.00noon
Wells Market, Market Place Wednesdays and Saturdays 9am-
4.00pm
Yeovil Market: Lower Middle Street, Tuesday, Friday 9am-3pm

Moon Phases
 New Moon 17th September
First Quarter 24th September
Full 1st October
Last quarter 10th October
Planets
Both Jupiter and Saturn are
early evening objects now
getting a little fainter and both
setting before Midnight,
Venus is still bright in the
early morning Eastern but the
Star of the show is the red
Planet Mars brighter than
Jupiter now and closest to the
Earth for the year when it
reaches opposition on the
13th.
Ten Targets to spot for
the Tenth Anniversary
All visible with the unaided
eye!
1 Jupiter,
2 Saturn,
3 Mars and
4 Venus
5 Crescent Moon and Jupiter,
25th September
6 Moon and Mars, 2nd/3rd

October

7 Moon and Venus, 14th

October
8 The Harvest Moon Full
Moon 22nd September
9 The Great Square of
Pegasus
10The Andromeda Galaxy
Good luck!
Celestial Events
September 22nd, The days
become shorter and the
nights become longer as the
Sun moves South of the
Equator at the time of the
Autumn Equinox.

Sky Diary by Paul Adamson

http://www.somersetlevelsstargazers.co.uk/

Citizens Advice
In a joint statement from Citizens Advice Mendip,
Sedgemoor, West Somerset, Taunton and South
Somerset have responded to the Public Health

guidance on Coronavirus.
“We are very aware that over 50% of Citizens Advice in Somerset
clients have health conditions and/or disabilities.   Between our 5
organisations we helped over 20,000 clients last year. For this
reason we must exercise extreme care in minimising the risk of
infection for our clients and for our staff and volunteers.
We have taken the difficult decision to close our face to face
services (including outreach) whilst also increasing capacity on our
phones and email services.  Please be assured that this decision has
not been taken lightly.
The advice by phone service in Somerset is very well established and
part of our general offer.    All our systems are in place for a team
of home based and office based advisers.
Clients can visit our respective websites for full details of their
options or clients can call Adviceline: 03444 889 623”
Each local Citizens Advice centre will appoint a daily lead
responsible for dealing with clients in crisis and we will continue to
make the Local Assistance Scheme available to those in crisis (Fuel,
food, essential items).    We will maintain close contact with local
foodbanks and work with them to address any challenges as they
arise.
Websites
Mendip:  www.citizensadvicemendip.org.uk/

Sedgemoor: www.citizensadvice.org.uk/local/sedgemoor/
Taunton:  https://citizensadvicetaunton.org.uk/
West Somerset: www.westsomersetadvice.org.uk/
South Somerset: www.citizensadvicesouthsomerset.org.uk/

Public Information
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Nearly all councils have now cancelled regular meetings in the
light of government advice on dealing with the Covid 19 virus.
Which leaves the question, how do I get in touch with my
council. Most council staff are still on duty, but working from
home so in nearly all cases you should be able to contact the
council.
All councils are advising the public not to visit their offices
unless absolutely essential.
This month once again, rather than details of meetings, we’ve
posted contact details for the main councils in our area.
Town Councils
Bridgwater Town Council  01278 427692
Bruton Town Council  01749 813014
townclerk@brutontowncouncil.gov.uk
Burnham on Sea & Highbridge Town Council 01278 788088
townclerk@burnham-highbridge-tc.gov.uk
Castle Carey Town Council  (01963) 359631
town.clerk@castle-cary.co.uk
Chard Town Council 01460 239567
Crewkerne Town Council 01460 74001
Frome Town Council
Glastonbury Town Council 01458 831769
office@glastonbury.gov.uk
Ilminster Town Council 01460 52149
town.council@ilminster.gov.uk
Langport Town Council   01458 259700   office@langport.life
Martock Town Council  01935 822891 or 07506 286382
clerk@martock-pc.gov.uk
Minehead Town Council 01643 707213
info@mineheadtowncouncil.co.uk
Shepton Mallet Town Council 01749 343984
Somerton Town Council 01458 272236
town.clerk@somertontowncouncil.gov.uk
Street Parish Council  01458 440588
Watchet Town Council  01984 633344
townclerk@watchettowncouncil.org
Wellington Town Council   01823 662855
 info@wellingtontowncouncil.co.uk
Wells City Council  01749 673091 townclerk@wells.gov.uk
Wincanton Town Council 01963 31693
info@wincantontowncouncil.co.uk
Yeovil Town Council 01935 382424  ytc@yeovil.gov.uk
District and County Councils contact details are as
follows:
To contact all our districts and county councils for anything
to do with COVID 19: 0300 790 6275
For other matters:
Mendip: 0300 303 8588
South Somerset: 01935 462462
Sedgemoor: 0300 303 7800
Somerset West & Taunton: 0300 304 8000
Somerset County Council: 0300 123 2224

Council meetings - or not
Public Notices

mailto:ytc@yeovil.gov.uk
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Long Sutton Golf Club hits
the mark by the editor

Long Sutton Golf Club achieved the SafeGolf club
accreditation from England Golf last month. There are 30
clubs in Somerset and, as yet, only three have achieved this
accreditation so this is very much to Long Sutton’s credit. The
Mendip and Tichenham are the two other Somerset clubs to
win accreditation.
All clubs throughout the country have to gain the England Golf
SafeGolf accreditation by the end of March 2021. The deadline
was recently extended from the end of this year due to
COVID-19. The SafeGolf accreditation is all about
demonstrating a club’s commitment to safeguarding children
and young people, as well as adults in risk, in the sport of
golf. England Golf are promoting the scheme to all their
affiliated clubs to ensure children and young people can enjoy
a safe and positive experience while playing golf. They are also
committing to a wider programme of promoting equality and
diversity including a commitment to a ‘Women in Golf’
programme.
The grass is greener
Long Sutton Golf Club president Tommy Tulk who led the
club’s push to SafeGolf, told The Leveller® “Long Sutton Golf
Club is a great club, it’s very friendly, welcoming, and forward-
thinking. This award helps us to spread that message and to tell
people that children are safe and secure here and that we
understand about beginner golfers.”
The award was presented to Long Sutton Golf Club by Natalie
McColl, England Golf’s Club Support Officer. “I’m delighted that
Long Sutton has achieved SafeGolf and that its efforts to grow the
game can be nationally recognised.”
The Long Sutton Golf Club has used the lockdown period to
make major improvements to course and clubhouse as part of
a drive to ensure they can continue to provide a first-class
facility for members and visitors. After an initial period of
being open to members only, last month Long Sutton Golf
Club was able to open to the public again. Welcome back!

Wearne of Wearne
Here’s a thing. You might not think that a village name like
Wearne would be so unusual. Surely every region of England
has one? But no, it turns out there is but one and it is the one
in Somerset nestling on a hillside to the east of Langport. The
word Wearne is, according to the Oxford Dictionary of Place
Names, derived from ancient British and Welsh words
meaning alder stream.
It is also the name of a chap who contacted us recently from
Chicago. His name? Jim Wearne! He was at pains to point out
his motives were simple “It is nothing to do with genealogy, nor
am I trying to solicit for any cause or party, or anything of that
nature”.
Movement of people
Mr Wearne believes his ancestors came from the village,
although his more immediate English ancestry was from
Cornwall. His theory is that starting from Wearne his
ancestors were pushed further west by successive waves of
invaders. He may be right, but actually there could be a
simpler explanation. Place names, or toponyms, do not appear
as surnames until the 14th century. And there is a reason for
that. From Roman times the manor dominated the rural
landscape and peasant farmers were pretty much tied to the
local lord, Saxon, Norman or Angevin as he (it was nearly
always a ‘he’) might be. However, after the Black Death in
particular, it became much more common for ordinary
peasant families to travel. With a labour shortage they no
longer felt tied to the manor their ancestors had served.
There were always other lords of the manor, desperate to
have labour, who would make it easy for them to move to
their patch. And move they did. Think of celebrities such as
Paul Scholes, Alan Titchmarsh, Daniel Radcliffe. All have names
derived from towns and villages.
Changing names
And so whereas it might have been common to use trade
names such as Alan the Smith, Alan the Forester, Alan the
Cooper (barrel maker) or Alan the Fletcher (arrow maker) to
distinguish one Alan from another, now it became useful to
use the places people had come from. If your family did stay
put in the same area, there would be no point. But if say your
family moved from Wearne to Cornwall, you might be known
as Alan of Wearne to distinguish you from Alan the Smith.
Which brings us back to Jim Wearne of Chicago. Jim told us
“When I recently had my genetic ancestry checked, most of the
matches were throughout Southwest Britain, concentrated largely in
Cornwall. But enough ‘hits’ were
there in Devon and Somerset to
make me believe that my theory
about the migration of my people
is at least plausible. There were
some traces of Scandinavian as
well which I attribute to Viking
raiders!”
Jim is retired now and he does
a lot of walking. Having tracked his origins to Wearne and
understood the ancient linguistic meaning of the word, he’d
like a walking stick. What he specifically would like is a pole of
Alder wood sourced from near Wearne. “If anyone can help
me to find one or more poles of Alder wood from as near to
Wearne as possible, say about 150–180cm long and 3.5–5cm in
diameter (all very approximate) and fairly straight, I would be very
glad to hear about it. Details of purchase and such will, of course,
be discussed as appropriate.”
If you’d like to get in touch with Jim, he would be happy to
hear from you. He gave us his email address to share with our
readers and it is: j.wearne@comcast.net

Another “Hit” on the
Hanging Chapel

New signs have been put at either end of The Hill in Langport.
The signs make it clear that there is both a width and height
restriction on the road. There is a good reason for this. Half
way along The Hill the lane that links Langport High Street to
the A378 by Huish Episcopi Church is the Hanging Chapel
with a narrow gothic arch. The Hanging Chapel is a 13th

century building. It was the east gate into the town. It has
withstood the ravages of time but it is starting to crack under
the constant barrage lorries hitting it. The signs have been
largely in vain as driver after driver attempts to take a short
cut through that arch. Some may be  following the satnav too
closely to pay attention to road signs. And satnavs are a
problem, especially for drivers who don’t know the area.
Meanwhile the community of Langport is
left with the bill for damage. The scraping
to the stone work caused by one lorry
may not in itself, be catastrophic. But the
frequency with which these incidents
occur is starting to take a toll. A survey
done for the town council a few years
back revealed cracking in the walls of the
structure.  It is only a matter of time
before the town faces a substantial bill for
keeping the Hanging Chapel upright.

Local news - Langport, Somerton and villages
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Appeal for help
Sadly, because of Covid-19 Somerton & Langport Area Branch
RNLI have had to cancel three fund raising events this year. A
bridge afternoon, an antique valuation day and a street
collection have all gone by the wayside. The charity are
keeping their fingers tightly crossed in the hope that they will
still be in a position to hold their annual Art lecture by
Richard Kay of Lawrences on Wednesday November 25th .
Sadly, inevitably, the branch contribution to the RNLI along
with that of many others will be depleted this year. What will
not be depleted is the work theat gallant life savers do day &
night, entirely voluntarily, to keep the beaches safe.
With so many people choosing to holiday in this country this
summer they have had an extremely  busy time. This was
highlighted by the “tomb-stoning”  accident at Durdle Door
and rescues that had to be made as a result of storms Ellen &
Francis.
If anyone felt like making a contribution to the branch to help
keep this vital work going they would be extremely grateful.
Please contact: Mary Mullineux, Secretary to Somerton &
Langport Area Branch RNLI, The White House, Muchelney
TA10 0DQ

Somerton Library – Reopening
Following extensive preparation and consultation with Somerset Library Services, Somerton Library reopened on 7 September.
The revised service opening times are:

Browsing books in the Library is not possible because of public health concerns about handling books.
The core provision will be an ‘Order and Collect’ service that allows customers to place an order for a selection of books,
talking books or DVDs that staff will hand-pick.  Customers will be advised when their order is ready for collection from the
library.  Orders may be collected by a third party on behalf of the customer. On Thursday and Friday afternoons 2 of the public
computers will be available for pre-booked, time-limited slots. ccess to the Library will be strictly controlled; normally on a
‘ONE OUT, THEN ONE IN’ basis. To access the ‘Order & Collect’ service or to book a public computer, visit:
www.somersetlibraries.co.uk, email: librariesmail@somerset.gov.uk, or call 0300 123 2224.  Forms for the ‘Order & Collect’
service will be available in the Library. No overdue charges will be payable for the period the Library was closed.

Curry Rivel hand over
Last month we reported on the apparent impossibility of
joining a parish council meeting of Curry Rivel Parish Council.
This despite following the instructions for joining.
The Parish Council contacted The Leveller to explain the
circumstances, which are as below and are quite
understandable. This is their response:
“Mrs Jenny Ludgate, Parish Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer
for the last 36 years, retired at the end of July due to ill health. A
Locum Clerk and Responsible Financial Officer was appointed on 1
August, and as you can appreciate, the handover during this period
has been faced with challenges.
Clearly the current guidance and restrictions during the pandemic
have presented difficulties, which are in the process of being
addressed. The Locum Clerk is in post for three months (with the
option to extend the contract) to assist with this transition, and to
support the Parish Council in engaging a new Clerk and Responsible
Financial Officer. The Parish Council meets on the first Thursday of
the month, with the next meeting on 3 September. The virtual
platform is Zoom, and the joining details are in the body of this
email, should either you or your colleagues wish to attend.
The agenda for the meeting is published on the Curry Rivel
community website www.curryrivel.org.uk. The information to join
the meeting is clearly displayed to facilitate the press and public
attending should they wish to do so.
The Parish Council wishes to thank Mrs Ludgate for her outstanding
contribution and dedication to Curry Rivel Parish Council and indeed
the community during her years of service, her commitment to
which has been second to none.”
We at The Leveller® would certainly like to second that and
note Mrs Ludgate’s extraordinary service to the community.

Blue Token Benches
New picnic benches have been installed at the Memorial Field,
Langport thanks to funds received from the Tesco Blue Token
Scheme. The Memorial Field Management Board submitted
their application to be considered for inclusion in the scheme.
And were successful. The scheme selects three local projects
for a fixed period and shoppers are invited to put a blue token

in a box for their
preferred project.
Money is allocated to each cause according to popularity. Mr Roger Pearce,
secretary / treasurer of the Memorial Field Management Board organized the
effort and the project won enough funds to buy two picnic benches. Installation
was supervised by Cllr Barry Horsgood of Huish Episcopi Parish Council and Vice
Chairman of the Memorial Field Management Board. The picnic benches were
manufactured locally by Feorge Plant & Fabrications Ltd, Thorney. Photos
courtesy of Shirley Nicholas, Chair of Huish Episcopi Parish Council.
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New Junction 24 by Hattie Bowler
On 18 August 2020 Sedgemoor District Council passed plans
to develop a new service station at Junction 24 of the M5.
Located on the east side of the motorway (the southbound
side) opposite North Petherton and bordering on the village
of Huntsworth, the decision has been a long time coming.
The initial application was submitted in January 2019.
More than a pitstop
Although widely publicised as a motorway service station,
that element at 3.1 hectares is barely 10% of the proposed
site. The rest is set aside for a total of eight industrial units
spread around three parcels of land to create jobs and house
new businesses. The motorway services will include a petrol
station and a main services building of 2,700 square metres
comprising cafes, restaurants, toilets and a seating area.
Outside a large car park of 324 parking bays, 17 disabled
spaces and eight motorbike spaces will provide plenty of
capacity for motorway users to stop and rest.
The applicants, S Notaro Land and Euro Garages, indicate
that the whole site could create 1,200 new jobs in the area.
However the plans have been controversial throughout.
There were 43 letters of objection received from members
of the public and only one letter of support. Highways
England initially objected to the plans as well. That objection
has now been withdrawn subject to a series of conditions
being placed on the development. The planners at Sedgemoor
District Council recommended approval and the members
voted it through. Now that the process has been completed
and the plans approved, the developers have three years to
work on the new scheme.

Grants for Wincanton
Regeneration by Hattie Bowler

 As part of their initiative to reinvigorate Wincanton, South
Somerset District Council is inviting applications for grants.
The grants are available to those who live or work in
Wincanton and have a great idea for an initiative which would
help attract people to the town centre. That might be a one
off event, you are engaged in promoting Wincanton town
centre or if you have an innovative and creative idea which has
the potential to be viable in the longer term.
It is all part of the Wincanton Town Centre Regeneration
programme which agreed earlier in the year to fund a
programme of events and activities which includes the delivery
of grants to enable any events to continue beyond the term of
the regeneration programme.. You can apply for one of two
grants for up to 50% towards the project costs:
· £5,000 maximum for 1–3 year project (individual application)
· £10,000 maximum for a 1-3 year project (partnership
application) for collaborative initiatives where one
organisation is the applying body, co-ordinating on behalf of at
least three partner groups/businesses.
To apply for a grant you can download an application form
from www.southsomerset.gov.uk/wincantonregeneration
You’ll find all the instructions and the things you need to
qualify on the form.
Councillor Henry Hobhouse, portfolio holder for the
Wincanton Town Centre Regeneration programme, enthused
“As a Board, we are excited to see some of the ideas of events or
activities that people think they could run in order to help boost the
footfall in Wincanton town centre. This grant programme should
give encouragement to those seeking to apply and remind everyone
that we are there as a District Council, encouraging people to
support High Street businesses and enable events to take place.”

A good clerk is hard to find
South Somerset District Council (SSDC) remain in full denial
that there is anything wrong with their planning department.
Nevertheless, of more importance than the political spin is
the fact that they are starting to take remedial action to make
things better. For instance, Andrew Gunn, Town Clerk of
Chard Town Council has decided to return to his former role
in SSDC’s planning team.
Good news for SSDC who gain a planning officer with good
local knowledge. Bad news for Chard Town Council.
Answering an elector’s question from Mr Lawson at the
Zoom Meeting of Chard Town Council on 13 July, Andrew
Gunn, still acting as Clerk reported that in the past 10 years
the town had been served by four full-time clerks, one acting
clerk and one interim clerk.
As if to emphasise this fact, since the new council was elected
15 months ago, there have been two locums, plus one acting
clerk and one full-time clerk. By the 17 August meeting Mr
Gunn had been replaced by Paul Russell as the new locum
clerk.
It must be hard to find good clerks these days. And, although
it is hard to see how COVID-19 could be the reason, the fact
is that during the pandemic there has been a spate of
resignations. Drayton, Fivehead, Huish Episcopi, Somerton
and Chard have all had to look to recruit new clerks in the
past four months.

Carpe Diem
The debate over the future of local government in Somerset
has moved on. Now we know we will have a unitary authority
or two unitary authorities. Both proposed systems talk lots
about how they will devolve authority to the lowest tier of
local government. Giving more power and resources to parish
and town councils. So far that is just so much talk.
St Cuthbert’s Without, the large rural parish that surrounds Wells, is taking the initiative. The Parish has sent missives to all the
parishes in mid Somerset to get everyone together to negotiate with one voice.
They are canvassing views from 20 other parishes to establish the issues and ambitions that they hold in common. Parish
councils may be asked to take on additional functions but there is no clear plan of what they will be and how they will be
funded. Cllr. Pablo Foster explains “We realise this will not be easy but we believe a collective response to change will help us as
individual parishes.” Cllr Pablo also believes that “We need to prevent other organisations, whether appointed or voluntary, having a
disproportionate influence over the needs and rights of our residents or their local representative councils.”  HB
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Garden Town lacks friends
It is only a couple of months since Transport for New Homes
published a report “Garden Villages and Garden Towns:
VISIONS AND REALITY”. It looked at the plans the
government has in play for garden towns including Taunton.
It was not kind to our county town. Noting the plans to
expand “by building new estates along new sections of ring road
around the outskirts of the town like this one we saw on our visits.
This ring road model of development divides communities as much
as connecting them.” Noting the aspiration to have cycleways
and off-road transport, the report was scathing. “We have
seen this model before in many places, and the result is very much
car-based development. The new homes are not on connected
streets but in ‘bubbles’ around the fringe of town. Accepting that
new estates create more and more traffic and adding lots of extra
road capacity as a consequence, was the order of the day.” The
report noted that while rapid transit buses were an idea,
funds for the substantial infrastructure were precarious and
new roads and junctions seen as more important. And finally
it notes that even where cycleways are intended, they look as
if they will be add-ons to the existing road system, a
secondary priority.
Second opinion
That was then. Last month another report also criticised the
plans for the Taunton Garden Town. The Create Streets
report looked only at Taunton and specifically the way
Monkton Heathfield was to be developed. It was
commissioned by Arts Taunton, an organisation that rather
refreshingly looks at the arts in its broadest sense. And that
means the built environment too. While recognising strengths
in the current plans, it concludes “It could be argued that the
scheme in its current form reflects that of a suburban housing
estate, reworked to fit the garden town ‘vision’ but in fact not
profoundly changed at all.”
For the most part much of the criticism is a lack of definition
in the plans. Density of housing, type of housing
and the layout of green spaces are all rather
vague according to Create Streets. But their
biggest criticism is concerning a lack of
understanding about the climate emergency the
council have declared. They claim the Concept
Plan is road-led not place-led. The Vision should
be of much better prioritised provision for
walkers and cyclists, encouraging healthier and
more sustainable journey choices as attractive
alternatives to travelling by car. This is recognised
in the plans for the Garden Town. However as Create
Streets note “There is a critical challenge to this philosophy,
however, and it is one that is difficult to change. The location of
the development over 3.5 miles from the centre of Taunton, along
with its convenient connections to the A38, A3259 and M5 creates
an immediate barrier to a sustainable vision, even before the
design has been agreed.” Most notably the report highlights the
A38 as a problem; “the current A38 proposal will be difficult to
police, but it fails to place pedestrians and cyclists at the top of the
street hierarchy, even when there is clear opportunity to do so.”
Council replies
The Create Streets report was presented to Somerset West
& Taunton for consideration in influencing the design of
Monkton Heathfield at the start of July. Speaking to The
Leveller®, Council Leader Federica Smith-Roberts, explained:
“I would like to thank Arts Taunton and the many other
community groups and local residents who responded to our
recent consultation on the new draft Design Guide for the
Monkton Heathfield Garden Community.

We are committed to delivering high quality sustainable new
development in Taunton and throughout the District. We adopted

a Vision for the Garden Town in 2019 and we
require all major development proposals to follow
our Garden Town Design Charter and Checklist.
We’ve also published a draft Design Guide for the
whole District.
The Arts Taunton review has given us some good
ideas and we are working with their consultants,
Create Streets, to expand parts of the draft Guide.
We will continue to engage with the local
community and Arts Taunton as the plans for the
Garden Community at Monkton Heathfield move

forward this autumn.”
AL
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Grasping the nettle
Here’s a problem. What do you do when, as part of your well
intentioned environmental strategy, you decide to stop using
weedkiller? In September 2019, the Council took the decision
to stop using glyphosate. If that doesn’t mean much to you,
one of the most popular brands of weedkiller, RoundUp®,
probably does. Roundup® is a herbicide that is glyphosate-
based, originally made by Monsanto, but since 2018
owned by Bayer. Mendip District Council (MDC) agreed to
stop using glyphosate – a weedkiller they describe as linked to
cancer and toxic to birds and insects.
The problem is that getting a contractor to do the weeding by
hand is not cheap. Green Party Leader on MDC, Shane
Collins, told us “The option of hand weeding instead of
RoundUp® via IDVerde is quoted at £700,000, which would be
extra Council Tax.”
Community action
So another question. Are the good folk of Mendip prepared to
take the weeds out themselves by hand? MDC have
announced that Frome and Easton have been chosen to take
part in manual weed management trials. Volunteers in the
town and village are being asked to step forward and sign up
for a ‘hoe down’ scheme on 26/27 September. The aim of
these two trials is to establish if the community, by pulling
together, can tackle weed control without the use of
glyphosate – with its potential carcinogenic and toxicity links.
Cllr Shane Collins puts it bluntly: “We have three options:
1. We can leave the weeds to grow and regard them as flowers.
Fine for flowers in the summer but the long-term problem of build-
up of dead foliage, soil and litter, eventually leading to bigger plants,
bushes and cracked pavements as well as looking a mess.
2. Do nothing and go back to RoundUp® or IDVerde hand
weeding.
3. Street Hoe Down. Can you get together with neighbours
and get hoeing and weeding to tidy your street on two
weekends per year in the autumn and spring? In the time trial
we did 67m in 32 minutes with two people. So let’s make it a
street event with tea, cake, soup etc. A way of meeting your
neighbours and making a local difference and community
bonding. We are looking at 26/27 September if enough people
are interested.”
If you want to get involved, either in the Frome project or one
in your own community, then register now!
https://www.mendip.gov.uk/communityweeding

Kithill chaos
An application to build 150 houses at Kithill, on the southern
edge of Crewkerne (18/01737/OUT) was refused by South
Somerset District Council. The refusal was even confirmed by
SSDC’s Regulation Committee. They concluded “The main
issue from the Council reasons for refusal is the effect of the
development on highway safety and the suitability of Cathole
Bridge Road to sustain traffic including that generated by the
development.”
An appeal was made to the Planning Inspectorate. That appeal
APP/R3325/W/19/3240967, has been mired in controversy.
Firstly the official documentation notes the Inspector visited
the site on 30 March in breach of lockdown rules.
The Inspector claimed he had written down the date of his
visit and had in fact visited the site on 16 March before
lockdown. A row and internal investigation followed. When
we asked what had happened the Press Team told us “I can
confirm that the Inspector visited the site on 30 March.  However,
as his visit was always intended to be an unaccompanied one, with
neither the council, the appellant or any local residents in
attendance, he did not need to meet anyone during his site visit.
Had the inspector considered it unsafe to proceed with his visit,
under lockdown conditions specified by HM Government at the
time, then I can assure you that he would have abandoned his visit,
contacted our case officer, and requested that the site visit be re-
scheduled for some later date.”
However the Freedom of Information team gave a different
version: I spoke to the Inspector yesterday evening about the site
visit as our records show that he was scheduled to undertake the
visit on 16 March. This visit needed to be accompanied by the
appellant to allow access. The Inspector checked his diary and
confirmed he did in fact undertake the visit on 16 March. The date
on the decision letter for the site visit is incorrect.
Whilst it is very unsatisfactory, the Planning Inspectorate are
now insistent this was a clerical error. That only one visit took
place and it was before lockdown.
That however is not the end of the story. When the appeal
was lodged SSDC should have sent in all the documents
relating to the original application. 28 contributor statements
were omitted, 4 named contributors were left out as were
comments from Natural England and the County
Archaeologist reports. Finally Crewkerne Town Council’s
details of traffic counts, along with a  video showing road
usage. These could have influenced the outcome of the appeal.
The Planning Inspectorate have confirmed it is up to the
planning authority (SSDC) to provide all the documents, not
for the Inspector to check if they are all present. So once
again it looks as if the newly transformed Planning Department
have been left with egg on their face.
The only saving grace being that on this occasion the Inspector
did not allow costs of the appeal against SSDC. In which
respect we should be grateful for small mercies.

We shared this piece with SSDC. asked for their comment and
corrections to any errors of fact They offered none.

Disabled Access to Yeovil
In July last year South Somerset District Council won
approval for a Traffic Regulation Order for the centre of
Yeovil. The TRO pedestrianised Wine Street. Middle Street
was to lose all the disabled parking bays on the north side of
the street. A few disabled places were retained on the south
side of the street in front of W H Smith. These were also for
use by taxis and for loading.
At the time a number of disabled badge holders contacted
The Leveller® telling us they felt they were being made to feel
unwelcome in the town centre.
SSDC reckoned the advantage of the scheme was that it
would “widen the pedestrian area, allow for remodelling and
enhancement work, whilst the public will feel much safer with
less traffic to negotiate when walking through the area.”
Since then and as a result of the pandemic, SSDC have been
granted a new TRO that bans all traffic from Middle Street.
The TRO was granted on 7 July and lasts for 18 months. It
allows for the temporary prohibition of vehicles from “Middle
Street, Yeovil from its junction with Union Street, westwards

to its junction with Silver Street, for approximately 60
metres.” Although it is clear that some taxis continue to use
Middle Street, technically they are banned as are all disabled
drivers. A number of whom have again got in touch. They are
not happy.
I’m sure it was not the intention of SSDC, but it does not
appear to have occurred to them that the TRO makes some
disabled people feel discriminated against.

We showed a copy of this article to SSDC and asked for their
comment. And to correct any factual inaccuracies.

They declined to respond.
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Old Deanery – new plans
Wells has some extraordinarily historic buildings to be very
proud of. The Cathedral with that famous ‘scissor’ arch and
the exquisite mediaeval glass. The Vicar’s Close, a complete
mediaeval street dating to the first half of the 15th century.
Then there’s the Bishop’s Palace. But, perhaps the least known
of this remarkable group is the Old Deanery. At least, until the
Diocese decided the building was unsuitable. It used to house
the Diocese administration but the administrators have been
relocated  to a modern building. The Old Deanery was left
surplus to requirement and to be sold off.
The Old Deanery on Cathedral Green is hidden behind tall
stone walls. Inside is a magnificent 15th-century house and a
recreation of the remarkable 16th-century garden on which
Dean Turner’s famous Herball was based. So nothing trivial
then. The Old Deanery has been put on the market by the
Diocese for sale to the highest bidder. But some Wells
residents are not happy. Quite a lot of them in fact.
Petitions have been started, a website set up and a community
interest company set up too. The Group, The Old Deanery
Project would like to buy the property. Paddy O’Hagan, a
group member and one of the directors of the community
interest company, explains: “We think that the Diocese should
take the benefit to the residents and economy of Wells into account
in deciding who to sell this building to...... We have a vision for it to
become an Art Gallery for international and local exhibitions on the
first floor of this 15th-century building, and a community hub for the
many volunteer organisations on the second floor.”
Diocese says no
The Group claim that although they have made a substantial
cash bid to the Diocese, it has refused to engage with the idea.
The bid included an offer to share future profits and some of
the entrance receipts.
The Diocese for its part refuse to discuss the sale of the
building, instead choosing to accept a higher offer from a
private bidder. That bidder (identity undisclosed) has now just
walked away from buying it. However, rather than engage with
the community group, the Diocese has decided to remarket it
for the third time. You can see it on Rightmove – a choice that
indicates its continuing desire to sell the building to a private
buyer. It is of course possible, if unlikely, that an organisation
such as the National Trust, or English Heritage will emerge as
a buyer, which would indeed keep the building open for the
public at large to enjoy.
However, The Old Deanery Project doubt that and think that
the building should be sold to the community, with the
Diocese putting community benefit before maximising cash. To
date over 1,250 people have shown support; 924 signed an
e-peitition (google Save the Old Deanery, Wells Petition); 53
have sent emails in support
(olddeanerywells@googlegroups.com); and 280 signed a paper
petition at Wells market all asking the Diocese to reconsider
selling it to a private buyer. The campaign continues.
If you would like to support the community bid or simply find
out more about it, please go to the website for more
information (olddeanerywells.org).

Chilcompton Says Stop Rural
Over-Development

Dozens of local residents stood outside their houses on
Sunday afternoon, (23rd August) with placards and banners
demonstrating against rural over-development. In 2011 when
Chilcompton was a village of just over 800 properties, it was
allocated a further 70 new houses in the Mendip Local Plan
Part 1. Since then they have had applications for 153 homes
granted, most of which have been built. It is the usual story
with residents saying over-development is swamping our
infrastructure, school, doctors, and eroding the green belt
between Chilcompton and Midsomer Norton.
With five major housing developments being pushed through,
the villagers of Chilcompton are saying ‘Enough is Enough’.
Residents have formed a new organisation called ‘Chilcompton
Against Rural Over-Development (CARO)’ and are
determined to be heard through an exercise of social
distancing demonstrating.
Every house in the village is being leafleted to raise awareness
about how these developments, totalling 77 new houses, will
affect the appearance and sustainability of the community. This
was a very English protest, with full social distancing. Residents
came out of their homes at 3.00pm took pictures of
themselves and their neighbours, and send them to CARO. From this a montage will be constructed.
Spokesman Richard Morgan told us “we are not against all development and recognise that communities have to grow.  But growth has
to be organic, planned and sustainable, with a corresponding growth in infrastructure and local employment. Our priority is starter homes
and social and affordable housing, only the bare minimum of which is offered by the five proposed sites, the majority of the 77 houses
being larger four and five bedroom properties.  The new applications are all outside the village envelope.”
In recent years, Chilcompton experienced serious flooding in the lower end of the village.  Residents believe run off from these
proposed new estates will further exacerbate the situation and increase the risk of flooding unless serious actions are taken to
deal with this excess water – especially during heavy rainfalls such as we are experiencing at the moment. HB
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The High Street seems to be imploding, there are dire
warnings of doom. As from August the government-funded
furlough scheme starts to wind down and there are
predictions that mass unemployment will follow. Job losses to
date are real enough: Marks & Spencer has announced 7,000;
Arcadia (owner of Top Shop and Dorothy Perkins) will lose
500 with possibly more in a further restructuring; Cath
Kidston will close all of its stores with over 900 job losses;
H&M will close around 170 stores although the number of
job losses is not yet clear. The list goes on. Meanwhile online
retailers are experiencing something of a boom. So some of
the job losses in one area may yet be replaced in another.
Significantly fewer retail salespeople, many more warehouse
staff.
What does that mean for our local economy in Somerset? Is
this as bad as the forecasts foretell?
Let’s start with a word on short-termism. Certainly the latest
from the Bank of England suggests the economy shrank by
20% in the three months to 30 June. That makes for two
consecutive quarters of shrinkage and that is technically, at
least, a recession. And one of the deepest recessions our
economy has ever experienced.
Just a hiccup
But unlike every other recession in our history, this was
entirely self made. We took the decision to shut down our
economy. We deliberately turned off the economic taps. So
as the Bank of England projects forward they do see light at
the end of the tunnel. By the end of 2021 (that is 15 months
away) the economy should be at the same level as it was at
the start of this year.
Certainly that makes for difficult times ahead. But this is a
hiatus in our economic development, not the financial
disaster that you would expect, reading some of the
commentaries circulating in the press. Some industries will
inevitably be hit harder than others. Retail multiples,
hospitality and travel sectors have been especially hard hit.
But here in Somerset the bread and butter of the economy is
not large-scale retail, nor is it travel. Our economy is based
on small family businesses many of which have no more than
a handful of employees. And for these businesses the future
may be a lot rosier, if it is not already.
Perversely this is in part a result of poor planning across our
county. This has created large commuter communities with
no local jobs. Many of our residents commute elsewhere to
work, Bristol if not London or even across the county from
large dormitory villages to market towns. It certainly isn’t
great for the environment. Which you might think would be
bad for the Somerset economy.
But read on….
Demand creating supply?
But the pandemic has made businesses refocus on where
their workforce works. As more and more people have
started to work from home they have started to notice local
businesses selling stuff they need. Whether it is the local
butcher, baker, the hardware store that sells everything or
the gallery and antique shop. Because, let’s face it, when you
are commuting you are away at the time most local shops are
open. By the time you return from work, only the
supermarket and out of town chain stores are still open.
But working from home the quality of local offerings becomes
obvious. And many of these local shops are starting to offer
an online service too. The mantra of the day is to buy local.
We can rebuild our own economy here in Somerset really

quite rapidly, simply by changing our shopping habits. Buying
from local retailers helps support local service businesses that
work with those retailers. That helps create local jobs and
increase the money in the local economy. Totally Locally is an
organisation whose entire purpose is to get people shopping
at local independent businesses. They calculated that if every
adult in the UK spent £5 per week in their local shops and
businesses, instead of online or at the big supermarket, it
would be worth £13.5 billion to the local economy. More
locally, when preparing last year for the “Fiver Fest”,
Langport Town Council and the LABG business group
reckoned that if every adult in Langport and surrounding
villages spent just £5 a week in their independent shops and
businesses, instead of online or in the big nationals, it would
be worth £2.6 million to the local economy. That was before
the pandemic!
And as lockdown progressed over the summer there was
some evidence that much more money was being spent
locally than in the past. Now I know that is not good news if
you work for a chain store retailer, but creating jobs for the
future is the best way to help those who are currently at risk
of losing theirs right now. But buying from each other is
important. Buying locally is the way to build a resilient local
economy.
Vote with your feet
However, there are two concerns we must all have as we try
and do this. One is the hospitality sector. It is the one
business sector that is massive in Somerset and has been hard
hit by the pandemic. We do great food and drink like no
other part of the UK. Which is of no consolation at all if you
spent much of the past four months with your doors closed
through no fault of your own. The Eat Out To Help Out
scheme will have helped tide many over through August, but
what now? A focus on fewer tables, pristine food safety
standards and higher prices. Perhaps that means eating out
less, but not baulking at having to pay higher prices when we
do. These businesses are a major part of our economy. From
pubs, producers, cafes and restaurants; they need our help.
They deserve our support. They cannot survive on thin air
and many have now gone to considerable lengths (and
expense) to provide a COVID-free environment for you to
enjoy their produce.
From the heart
And finally, the one thing that you will not be surprised to
hear me say. Far too often we hear local businesses urging
people to spend money locally. Yet when it comes to
spending their own money, on advertising, they head straight
for the nearest American-owned, multinational. Often one
which pays little or no corporation tax. Worth thinking about
when you or your loved ones need the NHS?
So when you think of spending money, think about your local
newspaper. We do not have a shrinking audience but a
growing one. Perhaps more important. we don’t have an
audience comprised of around 30% Russian bot accounts.
What we can offer you is real people, local people. A good
newspaper is the social glue that sticks communities together.
We propagate the message of buying locally to our readers,
we rely for our continued survival on our many loyal and
local advertisers. We are grateful to them now as never
before.
Please join them. Support your local newspaper and support
your local economy. We all need each other today more than
we ever have!

Andrew Lee
Editor

15 September 2020

The only way is local

Leveller® Publishing Group
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The High Street seems to be imploding, there are dire
warnings of doom. As from August the government-funded
furlough scheme starts to wind down and there are
predictions that mass unemployment will follow. Job losses to
date are real enough: Marks & Spencer has announced 7,000;
Arcadia (owner of Top Shop and Dorothy Perkins) will lose
500 with possibly more in a further restructuring; Cath
Kidston will close all of its stores with over 900 job losses;
H&M will close around 170 stores although the number of job
losses is not yet clear. The list goes on. Meanwhile online
retailers are experiencing something of a boom. So some of
the job losses in one area may yet be replaced in another.
Significantly fewer retail salespeople, many more warehouse
staff.
What does that mean for our local economy in Somerset? Is
this as bad as the forecasts foretell?
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The Left Page by Leigh Redman
Let’s not beat around the bush on this one, Town Centres
and High Streets have been under pressure for some time,
mainly due to out of town and online shopping. The way
consumers buy has changed. In November 2019 the
Government set up a £3.6bn Town Fund to support over 101
places to level-up communities in England. In Somerset,
Bridgwater and Glastonbury were the two Towns to have bids
accepted. The aim of the Town Fund is for urban
regeneration, skills, enterprise and urban connectivity, such as
cycling, walking and public transport. As well as an element of
digital connectivity. The Towns Fund was introduced at a time
of decline in 2019, before the pandemic and we know that
Covid-19 has had a massive impact on consumer behaviour.
Social Distancing and lockdown has put the world and UK
economy into a down-turn and recession. Yet we still do not
know what the total impact will be on the Town Centres and
High Streets. The repurposing of some businesses and
retailers has helped during a time when many of these were
forced to close and where possible redefine their offer. In
Bridgwater where I am a Councillor, as with other towns in
our county we do have some businesses and retailers who
have not reopened after lockdown, these could be some of
the first business casualties of Covid-19. With the funding
from Government there will be a need to make sure that
there is investment within a defined boundary a specific area
and an associated plan. In this ‘new normal’ town Centres and
the High Streets cannot just rely on retailing to survive. There
needs to be a broad focus on retail, leisure, hospitality,
heritage and culture to allow communities to have the social
connection within that boundary.
Add Covid to this calculation and things become even more
complicated, we have already seen the temporary changes
introduced in some towns, to assist social distancing and
pedestrianisation in an attempt to aid the recovery of non-
essential businesses during the reopening of the economy.
Social Distancing has meant that there is a real problem for
consumers to browse in the shops, but they can browse
online and purchase goods. The delivery of goods once
purchased are now delivered by an expanding national delivery
service. To encourage people back to the High Street and
Town Centre, there will have to be concessions to the new
demands of consumers and customers and these need to be
flexible and under constant review. Post pandemic the
economic recovery will need to be in a safe, clean, creative,
entertaining and leisure boundary, which is well connected to
other urban centres and inclusive for those within the local
community. It will be important for local people to be
consulted on each investment plan.
Many local people will look at their Town Centre and High
Streets as a reference point for their own social progression
and well-being. The quality of Town Centres and High Streets
help people to understand how well they are doing in society,

by the character of the place where
they live and visit. The Town Fund
investment must bring about the
transformation of Town Centres and
High Streets, to make sure that the
necessary change happens to aid
economic recovery, for the diverse
communities of Somerset. But along
with this, we, the consumer, must
take our share in the task to save
town centres, because how we use
and what we really want from them
will be the big decider.

Left Page, Right and Over !
This month we wanted our political commentators to talk
about the High Street. COVID 19 has brought many of the
retail multiples that used to dominate our High Streets to
their knees. The trend for online shopping is starting to wreak
havoc. Marks & Spencer, TM Lewin, Debenhams, Laura Ashley,
Jack Wills, Arcadia, H&M, Burberry, Monsoon Accessorize,
Oak Furnitureland, Boots, River Island and many more have
announced job cuts and/or store closures in the last couple of
months.
When the dust settles what will our High Street look like?
And if it turns into a shopping desert, then what should we do
with all that empty space. Our planning authorities have done
next to nothing to anticipate the problem and look for
solutions. So what do our politicians think we should do?

Left Page
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The Right Page by David Warburton
When Napoleon derisively labelled England as a “nation of
shopkeepers”, he hoped, no doubt, to contrast the glory of
dashing, revolutionary France with its reactionary and
unimaginative neighbour across the channel. With that almost
reflexive historical law that sees hubris punished, it was the
UK’s mercantile strength and entrepreneurial power that
enabled it to defeat France, bring the Emperor to grief at
Waterloo and pack him off to an uncomfortable exile on a tiny
island in the South Atlantic.
And ever since, the British high street has not only been a vital
part of local economies, but also a symbol of ambition,
independence and social interchange. And there’s no doubt
that even before we saw COVID-19 shutter countless shops
and draw down the blinds on innumerable hairdressers,
barbers, cafes and restaurants, the high street has been in
what has seemed an irreversible decline. As people replaced
actual shopping baskets with their virtual equivalents, footfall
decreases, businesses close and the incentives to visit local
high streets dwindle further. The pandemic has quickened this
vicious cycle. Anxious about their own safety and that of their
immediate neighbours, many have decided to forgo local shops
altogether and do all their shopping online.
But it’s worth considering the unintended consequences of
this decision. Local businesses (and the jobs they provide) give
definition to the communities they serve. There is no
inevitability about the decline of the high street – it is shaped
by decisions each of us make every day. As the furlough
scheme tapers off, striving to protect jobs and businesses
would be reason enough to think again before placing another
Amazon order and decide to buy locally instead.
Like millions of others, I’ve spent much of the last five months
working from home – face-to-face working replaced by the
glimmering impersonality of the laptop screen. And many of us
have experienced the way in which the anxiety of lockdown-
induced separation from friends and family can be
exacerbated by the absence of the social interactions we take
for granted on the commute, in our lunchbreaks or while
working. With many fleeing the city or working from home
permanently, there is a real opportunity for local shops to
reap the benefit. The human connection that comes from
visiting the high street is one asset that can’t be undercut by
vast online conglomerates or replicated by e-commerce
algorithms – and with many out of the office and working
permanently from home, that will be more valuable than ever.
There are levers the government can pull to reinvigorate the
high street. We should be looking at wholesale reform of the
regressive business rates system that prevents a local retailer
competing with its online competitors. And if local authorities
are able to retain a greater proportion of the rates they
collect, they could lower or eliminate parking charges and
incentivise the occupancy of vacant units.
At a time that’s seen human contact has become the single
most longed-for commodity, Napoleon’s derision seems more
misplaced than ever. A nation
of shopkeepers relies on face-
to-face interaction, customer
loyalty and supply chains that
sustain businesses, jobs and
local people. And as our
children trickle back in
through the school gates and
normality swims back into
focus, that’s a prospect to
focus on – and fight for.

Right Page
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Over The Page by Gideon Amos
Those concerned about what the town centre of the future
will look like could do worse than to tune into Panorama from
13th January on “How to Save the High Street”. The story is a
familiar one. The Conservative government of the 1980s
deleted planning policies which concentrated retail in town
centres and opened up massive car borne out of town
shopping complexes instead, followed by an increase in
internet trading with shops being used less and less.
Innovative local authorities and others have put on
programmes of events drawing “footfall” to town centres,
allied with more leisure opportunities including performance
spaces, libraries and others that rely on public funding and
have brought in temporary uses, market traders, more
opportunities for eating out, along with increasing the number
of residents and workers in new businesses, in town centres.
“Human beings need human contact” being the key driver for
retaining life and vitality of local centres which a CV19 vaccine
will hopefully restore.
Stockton on Tees is renovating its iconic Globe Theatre at a
multi-million pound cost in the hope of delivering 200,000
visitors per year to the town centres.
Other councils are relying on students coming to the town to
revive their fortunes.
Fortunately, many of these key steps are already being taken
by LibDems on Somerset West and Taunton Council (SWT)
following their winning of control last year. The proposal by
the Conservative county council to close down the Park and
Ride service was reversed with the new LibDem SWT
Executive member, Mike Rigby, ensuring the service was
extended to Saturdays. Unlike councils who have bought
properties on the other side of the country SWT has invested
in key properties in the town centre putting them in an
excellent position to support their future use and I wish them
the very best with them all. Now the LibDem council has gone
further, making parking in its car parks free of charge (county
council parking spaces on-street still cost you by the way), is
trialling more pedestrianisation and is also now rolling out free
electric vehicle charging points in partnership with Western
Power. But councils can only do so much and we need to
ensure we are a place open for business to new and growing
start ups. Expanding Taunton’s University Centre Somerset
into a full student offering would also bring a transformation
to the fortunes of the town for example.  And a new
innovation centre linked to health and/or university research,
an idea pioneered by LibDem councillor Habib Farbahi for
several years, is also now winning funding and moving forward.
But given all these challenges and that of CV19, the
Government needs now to help by acting on longstanding

LibDem policy to
reform Business Rates
so that local High
Street pubs and shops
see their bills slashed
with the internet giants
in their faceless out of
town warehouses
paying more - one way
to ensure those tax
dodgers could be made
to pay their fair share
perhaps. In the
meantime shopping
local has never been
more important!

Over The Page!
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Continued from p1
Slowly we came to believe that the way local news worked
around here was quite tame. So we felt there was space for a
newspaper that would do things differently. Perhaps we could
make a difference.
Of course we don’t always get it right. We’ve made our
mistakes. Even so in ten years of reporting, the only time we
have been threatened with legal action was by a rival paper!
We started The Leveller® because we believe there is still a
place for a newspaper that asks awkward questions. A paper
that holds those in authority to account. Something that did
not seem to be happening in the local press before we
launched. Maybe we were wrong? But our readership kept
growing and we took that to be a vote of confidence in what
we were doing.
And  as long as you, our growing band of loyal readers show
your support, that is what we shall try to deliver.
One of the things that has surprised us since the very first
issue of The Leveller®, is the large number of unsolicited
emails, letters and social media posts we have received. And
the fact that 99% of them have been in praise of what we do.
These now run, quite literally into the hundreds. So for our
tenth anniversary we thought we would cheat a bit and solicit
responses from some of our readers. We chose a variety of
people from all walks of life and backgrounds across
Somerset, and asked what The Leveller® meant to them.
Mary Clare Rodwell, High Sheriff of Somerset
The Leveller is one of the most well researched periodicals in the
country.  As High Sheriff of Somerset, I have found the content of
huge value to my understanding of our extensive and diverse
county.  My thanks to Andrew Lee and his team of investigative
journalists for producing a monthly magazine of such quality.
Kit Chapman MBE, proprietor of the Castle Hotel
Taunton, Founder, Director & Trustee of Arts Taunton
Warmest congratulations on The Leveller’s 10th anniversary! A
remarkable achievement for a pan-Somerset journal that
successfully binds the disparate corners of our county into a
meaningful and singular whole. With the move to establish a
unitary council, The Leveller is now geared to see its influence rise
further.
Here is a newspaper with a wide and eclectic reach. I love it for
my own particular reasons – for its coverage of the arts, our
cultural scene and business. Most particularly, I admire it for its
pieces about the goings-on in the council chambers across the
county. The Leveller’s editorial approach is forensic. It tells the
story without fear or favour. Where necessary it holds our local
politicians’ feet to the fire.
That’s why it’s such a great read. And that’s why it’s so important
to the life of our local democracy. With my best wishes for this and
many more decennial anniversaries.
David Fothergill, Leader of Somerset County Council,
Councillor for Monkton & North Curry
In just ten years The Leveller has become firmly established as the
Somerset ‘go to’ source for news, analysis and comment. Its
investigative, frank and sometimes uncomfortable style is in the
very best tradition of local reporting.  The Leveller is balanced,
honest and a frequently challenging read - something every local
politician and official who truly cares about their community should
warmly welcome. Happy 10th Birthday!
Shirley Nicholas Chair, Huish Episcopi Parish Council
Just a few words to say many congratulations on reaching the
 tenth year of the founding of ‘The Leveller’, also I must add,
'hasn’t he done well?' We have been receiving The Leveller from
the outset, during the intervening years the presentation and
content has expanded and developed to become a looked forward
to, good read. For us living in the small villages and towns of

Somerset, The Leveller is now the sole printed source of informed
truly local news. We all like to feel that we have a voice, The
Leveller provides just that. Thank you so much and here’s to the
next decade and beyond!
Graham Livings, former Independent councillor and former
Mayor of Wells
This 'octogenarian' came late in the 'decade' an avid reader of The
Leveller; we witness the 'wanton' demise of many of our 'century' old
local newspapers on the 'panacea' of everything 'digital' principally
in the 'proprietorship' of the 'behemoths'.  In Andrew Lee's
'intellectual' rigour we celebrate ten years of holding 'power'
accountable to the people.  He follows in the 'august' steps of
nonagenarian Sir Ray Tindle whose 220 titles ranged from the
Abergavenny Chronicle to the Cowbridge Gem. In a valedictory
message he asserts "Local news in depth is what people need". A
view supported by someone at the opposite end of the media food
chain, Sir Martin Sorrell, former head of the world's biggest
advertising company, advocating advertiser should keep faith with
newspapers.
Shane Collins, Leader of the Green Party on Mendip District
Council
I have had a subscription to the Leveller since I came across it 6 or
7 years ago. It is simply the best reporting of local politics in
Somerset and in particular the sorry story of Hinkley Point. As a
District Cllr and leader of the Green group on Mendip DC the
Leveller is an indispensable news source and a welcome example of
a proper locally owned news provider.
Cllr David Hall, Chair of Somerset Rivers Authority
The Leveller is a symbol of quality grassroots journalism in Somerset.
As Chair of the Somerset Rivers Authority I look forward to the
Leveller’s support for many years to come, continuing to challenge
the status quo and championing issues that really matter to people
across our wonderful County.
Sean Dromgoole, Somerton and Frome Constituency
Labour Party – Chair
You have asked me to comment on Leveller for your upcoming and
most welcome 10-year anniversary. In the best tradition of modern
Tory leaders let me offer you a choice…
Option 1:   The Leveller is an appalling right-wing organ, grotesquely
and continuously pushing an anti-socialist neoliberal agenda upon
the kind and decent people of Somerton and Frome. It’s inability to
act as a anything other than a blue carpet for each new blue MP is
frankly embarrassing. Or alternatively…
Option 2:  We like the Leveller. The local government coverage is
completely without equal in its depth and diligence. It has also been
strong in other issues of great local importance like flooding and
simply weird planning decisions. The staff are known and
approachable. Most importantly The Leveller has always had a
gentle ear for the Labour party in Somerset – which has struggled
with the other centrally owned media. More power to you Leveller
and may the wind at your back never be your own. Congratulations
on 10 remarkable years.
Val Saunders, Chair of Langport Town Council
Langport Town Council congratulates the Leveller on 10 years of
bringing news, comment and information to the community.
It only remains for me to say a big THANK YOU to you our
loyal readers. You have proved that there is still a place for
hard copy newspapers. And to our subscribers too who have
been so very generous. Thanks to our advertisers whose faith
in us has made it possible to bring you The Leveller®. Thank you
for buying local and helping us bring the “buy local” message to
our community. And finally thanks to our advisory board,
contributors and distributors. Often unseen and working hard
behind the scenes, we would be lost without them.
The first ten years have been hard work but also fun, let us
hope the next ten will be just as good!  AL
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You may not have seen it on the
surface. But the pandemic has brought
social ills in its wake. Locally this has
manifested itself in the way groups of
motorists have tried to take over the
B3135 and turn it into a motor rally
destination at the weekend. This has
been at a cost to the town and other
road users trying to drive, ride or walk
through the Cheddar Gorge in a
responsible way. The police are now
concerned that the possibility of local
lockdowns may lead to the threat of a
breakdown in social cohesion. And that
could bring with it the possibility of a
disintegration of public order.
Serious reading
These possibilities are aired in a report
published last month by the SPI-B
Policing and Security (SPI-B) sub-Group
of SAGE. SAGE is a group of scientists
and advisors supporting the
government in the response to
COVID-19. Most of what you see
coming out of SAGE is medical in
nature. Which is, let’s face it, what you
would expect. But a new report raises
concerns about public order and
policing during the pandemic.
It raises some pretty serious stuff. The
report accuses the media of creating
and reinforcing narratives that suggest
Asian and Black people in lockdown
areas are disproportionately
responsible for spreading the virus.
Most worrying, the report concludes
that the pandemic has been a step-
change in threat levels to public order
as great as any since the last sustained
period of serious rioting in the UK in
2011. But, worse still, the report
suggests that the police are in a far
weaker position in terms of capacity to
deal with these threats than in 2011. In
response to that assessment, the SPI-B
have made the following
recommendations:
�� A relationship of trust between the
police and the communities they serve
needs to be re-emphasised.
�� Strategies need to be developed for
dealing effectively and sensitively with
different types of protest/assembly.
�� Improve data-sharing between
police and local authorities to enable

better targeting of emerging and
intersectional problems. For example,
raves often take place in county border
areas involving organisers and
attendees from multiple (police) force
areas.
�� Enhance the level of cultural
competence in policing.
�� Ensure that policing is seen to be
impartial (explain why police are
intervening or not) and, wherever
possible, proactive. For example, some
force areas have been using social
media to identify rave organisers,
negotiate or make pre-emptive arrests.
Their experience is that this has been
easier to manage than trying to
disperse large crowds after raves have
already begun.
It is only a couple of months since our
lead story on the disproportionate use
of stop and search on people from the
BAME community in Somerset.
Responding to the recommendations
from SPI-B, National Police Chiefs'
Council Lead for Public Order and
Public Safety, Chief Constable Ben-
Julian Harrington noted "The rights
to protest are well established in this
country and we remain committed to
policing by consent. However, large
gatherings are prohibited under current
regulations to protect public health and
we will take enforcement action where
necessary. Officers continue to use the
‘4 Es’ approach of escalation (engage,
explain, encourage with enforcement
as a last resort), where they will
engage, explain and encourage the
public to follow regulations, and only as
a last resort use enforcement
measures.
Since 2011, our ongoing priority has been
to work with communities to gather
intelligence around crime and disorder, and
policing is able to regularly intervene early
to prevent incidents or their escalation due
to this community intelligence. Throughout
the response to the pandemic police forces
have engaged with communities to
understand the issues affecting them and
to keep them safe.” Avon and Somerset
Police told The Leveller® they absolutely
supported this position.
Official local response

Avon and
Somerset Police
and Crime
Commissioner,
Sue Mountstevens
told The Leveller®
“Over the last few
months, Avon and
Somerset Police has

faced new challenges and demands such
as the ongoing coronavirus pandemic,
large-scale protests and unlicensed illegal
gatherings. Officers have dealt with the
majority of these events in an effective and
proportionate way while always putting
local people’s safety first.
Early intervention is key for stopping
events that cause public disorder such as
raves, which disrupt local people and their
families in the surrounding area. I know
Avon and Somerset Police now have a
dedicated resource working on tackling
these issues so officers can act swiftly and
decisively.
Positive outcomes can only be achieved
thanks to the hard work of officers who
are proactively gathering intelligence and
working with partners on such events. We
continue to encourage local people to
share information about potential
unlicensed events with the police so
officers can intervene early.
It is essential that the response to such

events is always proportionate and
impartial, whoever is involved and
wherever it takes place in the force area.
Thanks to Body Worn Video (BWV),
officers are rightly held to an even greater
level of accountability and, through the
Scrutiny of Police Powers Panel (SOPP), the
BWV can be reviewed to ensure
proportionate actions were taken.
As part of my role as Police and Crime
Commissioner (PCC), I always seek
assurances from the Chief Constable about
the numerous measures behind Avon and
Somerset Police’s decisions to ensure they
are proportionate and necessary. I will
continue to regularly speak to the Chief
Constable about a range of incidents
including illegal unlicensed raves and future
protests to ensure they are dealt with
effectively and proportionately while
keeping local people safe.

Photo credit Etienne Godiard
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Glastonbury has a lot to be happy about right now. Picked as
one of just two Somerset towns to benefit from a
Government ‘Towns Deal’ in September 2019. Along with
Bridgwater, the other successful Somerset town, they must
feel as if they have won the lottery. But as the Secretary of
State, Robert Jenrick refused to publish the selection criteria,
we were left guessing just how much of a lottery it was. At
stake was the chance to be on a list of 100 (in the end 101
were chosen) towns to share in a new £3.6 billion towns
fund.
Now that the National Audit Office (NAO) have completed a
review into the selection criteria, we can see the process for
the first time. Right up front let us say that we are delighted
that Bridgwater and Glastonbury were on the list. Both are
worthy recipients and we look forward to seeing how the
money will be used to regenerate each town. But many other
Somerset towns could have been on the list too, and yet they
missed out. And that, more than anything, is what drove us to
look at the NAO review of due process.
The starting point was to find the 541 most deprived towns
from an acknowledged list of 1,082 towns across England.
Officials ranked all towns by income deprivation, an indicator
the Office for National Statistics had estimated for all 1,082
towns and published in July 2019. The 541 worst towns were
then selected for consideration.
They were then analysed for levels of income deprivation,
skills, productivity, exposure to EU exit, investment potential
and exposure to economic shock. Officials then suggested a
regional bias, so that money would go to those regions with
most economic need. The idea was to end up with 100
towns. The South West was meant to have the second

smallest allocation – six towns against the North West’s 21.
Towns were then grouped into:
High priority: 40
Medium priority: 318
Low priority: 183
All 40 of the high priority group were included. Bridgwater as
the 34th most deprived on the towns list automatically came
forward for selection. It was the only Somerset town in that
group. In the medium priority group of 318, Ministers would
eventually select 49 towns. But this is where life gets
interesting. Of the Somerset towns in the medium group,
Taunton was ranked the neediest at 82nd on the list. That was
followed in order by:
Yeovil 117
Minehead 271
Chard 278
Burnham on Sea 298
Frome 308
Wellington 309
Odd decisions
You can see that objectively, with 49 towns selected none of
the other Somerset towns might have been in with a shout.
The Secretary of State did not select the 49 neediest towns
based on the criteria set out above. In fact of the 14 neediest
towns on the list, none was selected. Yet Norwich was
selected, a town which was ranked 305th on the list, below all
Somerset towns except Frome and Wellington. The NAO
noted that “Towns selected by ministers have a range of individual
characteristics not necessarily captured in the Department’s scoring
process, such as being a coastal town, or being geographically
spread across a region or Local Enterprise Partnerships.”
However the biggest controversy was the selection of 12
towns from the low priority list of 183 towns. The list included
three Somerset towns from Glastonbury, ranked the 60th
neediest through to Wincanton at 128th and Shepton Mallet at
164th. Once again the neediest towns were excluded, in fact
the highest ranking town to be chosen was Newhaven, 34th
neediest on the list.
Of course this is where Glastonbury was fortunate. Quite how
it ended up on a low priority list in the first place is a bit of a
mystery. There are wards of Glastonbury that suffer genuine
deprivation, second only to Bridgwater within our county. But
again the way in which the 12 were chosen has caused
considerable debate, not least in the House of Commons.
Rationale
The rationale for choosing Glastonbury is explained in the
NAO report. The Secretary of State noted “The town scores
relatively poorly in productivity, EU Exit exposure, and the Index of
Multiple Deprivation income deprivation metrics. The nearest
transport links for the town are Castle Cary railway which has no
direct bus links to the town.”
Meanwhile Steve Reed MP and the Shadow Communities
Secretary, has cast doubts over the process. “There are now
serious concerns that ministers may have allocated funding for
political gain at the 2019 election, something which breaks strict
rules on impartiality.”
You could hardly describe Bridgwater and West Somerset as a
marginal constituency. But Wells, as recently as 2015 was a
LibDem constituency. Although Mr Heappey had a majority of
7,500 in both the 2015 and 2017 elections, that grew to 9,991
in 2019. It is still a bit of a push to call it a marginal.
To return to where we started, the real question for Somerset
is not why were Glastonbury and Bridgwater chosen. It is to
ask why other Somerset towns have not been chosen as well?

Somerset News
Glastonbury? Yes, but what about the rest? by Hattie Bowler
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Crossing the tracks by Hattie Bowler
Last month a tragic derailment took place near Stonehaven in
Scotland that cost three people their lives. It was widely
reported that this was the first derailment since 2007. But this
is, to coin a phrase, a load of cobblers.
To quote from the Rail Accident Board Report “At about
17:49 hrs on Monday 20 March 2017, six wagons of a freight train
carrying aggregates from Merehead Quarry to Acton Yard derailed
at East Somerset Junction, between Westbury and Castle Cary. The
accident blocked the Up Westbury line, and the train stopped when
the brakes applied automatically following the parting of a
coupling.”
This accident and the delays by Network Rail in complying
with the recommendations of the Rail Accident Investigation
Branch (RAIB) outlined in their report into the accident have
featured on our pages before.
Network Rail were required to "identify existing locations where
switches and crossings have been replaced with curved plain line".
Why? Because this was the track layout history at the East
Somerset Junction. Obviously the RAIB wanted Network Rail
to establish other locations with similar layouts to eliminate as
much risk of a repeat accident as possible.
We requested via a Freedom of Information (FoI) request for
Network Rail to confirm to us how many similar layouts had
been identified in The South West of England and where they
were. Network Rail responded to us on 20 July 2018 saying “I
can confirm that there are no similar locations in The South West
of England.” At this point we should note that Network Rail
had asked us to define “The South West of
England” and we did by asking for data on
Wiltshire, Gloucestershire, Cornwall,
Devon, Somerset, Dorset, North Somerset,
Bath and North East Somerset and Avon.
Wait for information
However the RAIB had asked Network Rail
to identify locations with similar track
layouts throughout the UK. So via a series of
FoI requests we continued to ask when this
data would be collected and when it would be available. In
response we received a series of excuses for several delays.
Which was disappointing given that this was a
recommendation by the RAIB to enhance public safety in the
wake of a serious derailment.
Eventually, last month on 11 August, we got a response. We
were horrified. It turns out that the response from Network
Rail we received on 20 July 2018 was completely incorrect.
Not only were 13 sites identified within The South West of
England (as we had both agreed to define it) but one of them
was also on a quarry line in Somerset. The Hapsford Junction
for the quarry line to Whatley Quarry has the same junction
arrangements as were found at the East Somerset Junction. In
this instance the junction is further up a goods rail line and a
long way from the point where it  joins the main passenger
line in the Clink area of Frome. There is no suggestion that
the junction here at Clink is similar in design. None of the
other junctions identified were in Somerset: seven were in
Wiltshire; two in Avon; two in Devon; and one in Cornwall.
What is a concern is that information given to us under an FoI
request relating to a serious accident was just plain wrong.
And that in turn leads us to question just how seriously
Network Rail are addressing the concerns raised by the RAIB.
Can we rely on statements from Network Rail that they have
now complied with the four recommendations made by the
RAIB?
We sent a copy of this article to Network Rail for their comment,
but at the time of going to press they had declined to respond.

How free is information?
The Information Commissioner launched a new tool at the
end of last month. It is to help local authorities to assess their
performance in handling Freedom of Information (FoI)
requests. It reminded me that we at The Leveller® use FoI
requests relatively infrequently. It is a moment to reflect, in
our 10th anniversary edition, on the responses we receive
from the press teams in the councils around Somerset. These
days fancy names are de rigueur. So one council’s media team
is another council’s communications team.
The very fact that we rarely need to use FoIs to get
information, is a tribute to the hard work and responsiveness
of these teams. In nearly all cases, county or districts, town or
parish, we get prompt responses. And more often than not,
much fuller responses than we asked for. The news that we
can bring you is dependent in part at least, on the
responsiveness of these teams.
The exception to that rule is, I am afraid, South Somerset
District Council (SSDC). We know that all press teams in the
various councils around Somerset have been having a tough
time of it. The pandemic did not help. But SSDC have been
through a transformation project to make the organisation
more efficient. As all the other press teams seem able to
answer our questions on a timely basis, why is SSDC struggling
to answer our questions?
Blood from a stone
If at times our newspaper appears unduly harsh in the way we
treat SSDC, it is in part at least, because we struggle to get
information from them. If a council refuses to provide
information, it is inevitable that we have to draw our own
conclusions as to why that information is not forthcoming. As
of the date of writing this article The Leveller® has no
outstanding unanswered questions with any other local
authority.
At SSDC it is different. These are some examples of questions
that remain unanswered:
We asked them for information about councillors declarations
of interest. They took the view that ours was not a request
for information. They wrote to us “This will need to be treated
as a complaint to the monitoring officer. As such we have
forwarded the message to the officer and you will receive a
response in due course.” That was on the 4 February. We are
still waiting for a response.
On 6 April, looking for a good news story we emailed asking
how many small business grants SSDC had handed out at the
start of the pandemic. The email got no response.
On 24 June we thought we were getting somewhere asking
for the number of house completions in the district. SSDC
told us “The aim is to have a final completions figure by the end of
the month. Our assessment of the data has been delayed due to
Covid-19 and re-deployments to support our communities through
the Coronavirus pandemic.” As of 1 September we had heard
nothing further.
On 29 June, in response to an email asking about repayments
on a loan to a battery storage company, SSDC’s comms team
told us “With regard to the specific finances and repayments to
date, we will confirm the relevant teams as quickly as possible.”
We haven’t heard anything since.
It is disappointing to have to write this about our own local
authority.
Nevertheless it is our 10th birthday and we should end on a
more upbeat note. We would like to take this opportunity to
thank all the press officers in all the various authorities in
Somerset that we deal with. Including SSDC. Thank you for
your hard work, your integrity and for helping us present
good hard news stories for the people of Somerset.  AL
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Last month Ric Pallister, former leader of South Somerset
District Council (SSDC) appeared at Taunton Crown Court
accused of indecently assaulting three girls. He faces charges
related to 36 offences, all of which he denies.
The 73-year-old will go to trial, which is likely to take place in
the first half of 2021. Mr Pallister is a former Royal Navy
officer, and he represented the Parrett Ward of SSDC for 20
years (leading the council for eight of those years).
The reporting of this trial led us to wonder what precautions
our various councils take when new councillors are elected.
Is it normal practice to ensure all elected councillors have a
DBS check, for instance? If that acronym is not familiar, the
Criminal Records Bureau (CRB) and the Independent
Safeguarding Authority (ISA) have merged to become the
Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS). So what used to be
referred to as CRB checks are now called DBS checks.
Councils differ
What was interesting as we looked to the various councils of
Somerset for a response, was not that they were in favour or
against, but that their approaches were so inconsistent. For
instance Sedgemoor District Council told us that all members
get DBS checks done when they are newly elected. However
over at Mendip District Council (MDC) it is a very different
story. They told us “We can confirm that there has been no
change in policy regarding DBS checks for new or existing
Councillors at Mendip District Council, this was last considered by
our Standards Board in October 2019. As a District Council we
have very limited discharge of functions relating to education or
social care, and therefore in their role as a Mendip District
Councillor, members are extremely unlikely to be undertaking any
regulated activities. As such we do not believe there is a legal basis
for requiring a blanket approach for all Councillors to be subject to
standard or enhanced checks through the Disclosure and Barring
Service. While basic checks could be undertaken, their value is
largely replicated in the provisions of paragraph 1 (d) of Section
80 of the Local Government Act 1972 regarding the eligibility of
candidates for election and for being a member of a local
authority. However all of our elected members do receive regular
safeguarding training as part of their role.”
Somerset County Council (SCC) has many more functions
connected to childcare, not least education and children’s
services. So it was perhaps not surprising that they go to
some lengths to get councillors DBS checked. In a statement
to The Leveller® they told us “At the November 2017 Full
Council meeting, Council unanimously agreed to extend the
previous DBS policy to:
�� Extend the mandatory requirement to have Enhanced DBS
checks without barred list checks to:

o all Cabinet members; Junior Cabinet Members;
o members of the Adult and Children & Families Scrutiny

Committees; members of the Adoption and Foster Panels;
members of the Corporate

o Parents Board; and Members appointed to Panels or
working groups relating to education or adult social care services.
�� That all other members and co-opted members are required
to undergo a Basic DBS check.
�� That DBS checks required under the first two above will be
carried out by the Council immediately following each Council
election to ensure that such checks are renewed on a quadrennial
basis.
�� That the Monitoring Officer maintains a register of approved
applications.
 All 55 members meet this policy requirement and this was
reported to Constitution & Standards in June 2019.”

Assertive
However, when we contacted Somerset West & Taunton
(SWT) Council their view was much closer to that of MDC.
In fact they were quite assertive in taking a stand against DBS
checks for elected members. This is what they told us “SWT
does not carry out DBS checks for Councillors as there is no legal
basis to do so. The DBS advice, given to another District Council in
2016 was “Councillors and Mayors, as named positions, are not
eligible for a DBS check. It is accepted that individuals tasked with
certain functions would have been eligible for an 'Enhanced' level
check with a check against the appropriate Barred list. However,
following changes in legislation, and the enactment of the
Protection of Freedoms Act 2012, those positions were removed
from the scope of Regulated Activity and consequentially an
entitlement now only exists for a Councillor (not Mayor) at
'Enhanced only' level if the individual retains those same
responsibilities. Please take into consideration that DBS checks are
not mandatory unless there exists a piece of legislation that makes
checks a requirement for the role being offered.
If the councillor or Mayor has other duties that they carry out
outside of their role of Councillor, that would meet the conditions
for a DBS check with barred lists then it would be for the
organisation to determine what level of check would be
appropriate for those duties. For example, if they volunteered with
a youth club on a regular basis, the youth service would be the
organisation required to ensure that a DBS check has been
completed as per their procedures.”
So you can see an almost comical inconsistency is emerging.
In fairness this is a matter that perhaps should not be left to
councils to make up their own mind. Surely this is a matter
for legislation from central government. It does local
government no favours that one district gives all members a
DBS check and another one says they don’t need one. Of
course what we really wanted, given the Ric Pallister case
that sparked our interest, was to hear from SSDC. We did
ask them. But they were the only council who did not
respond to our request.

Checked or unchecked? by the editor

A nasty sting by Hattie Bowler
By the time you read this, Asian Hornet Week will have just
happened. We must try and set aside our obsession with
special days (World Pulses Day, Kiss and Make Up Day),
weeks (Great British Spring Clean Week – I kid you not) and
even months (Movember, Dry January). Somerset beekeepers
may have decreed a special week but there is genuine anxiety
about the increasing presence of Asian hornets on these
shores.
“We need the public’s help to save our bees from the Asian hornet
which has been wreaking havoc through Europe since 2004,”
added Lynne Ingram, a beekeeper with 30 honeybee colonies
near Bridgwater. An Asian hornet (Vespa velutina nigrithorax) is
about twice the size of a honeybee, has an orange face and a
dark abdomen with a yellow fourth segment. Its thorax is
entirely dark brown or black and velvety, and the insect has
bright yellow tips to its legs. A single hornet can completely
devastate a beehive, devouring up to 60 at a time.
Much-needed research
The University of Exeter is carrying our research into the
impact Asian hornets are having on honeybees and other
pollinators where they become established. Research Fellow
and behavioural ecologist Dr Peter Kennedy notes “Asian
hornets are anticipated to be a significant mortality factor
influencing a broad spectrum of insects, including honeybees, on top
of existing stressors (habitat loss, disease, pollution, climate change,
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The Irish Connection
The curious story of how South Somerset District Council set
up a battery park in land just outside Taunton keeps returning.
This time our focus is planning permission. Despite having a
(un)healthy interest in matters planning, we were not aware
that you could apply for planning permission on somebody
else’s land. But you can. Step forward a company called
Taunton Battery Storage Limited. As the name suggests the
company was incorporated in…Northern Ireland! Directors
Patrick Flynn, Ian Beath and Laura Jones all gave their
correspondence address as the registered office in a remote
location some 25 miles south of Belfast.
This Northern Irish company applied for and was granted,
planning permission on land it did not own, just outside
Taunton. That planning permission allowed the construction
of a battery park on the land where SSDC currently have their
facility.
But what is the connection to a company with Taunton in the
name, incorporated in Northern Ireland? This remains a
mystery. Did the company benefit financially from gaining the
planning permission? That we will never know, because having
been incorporated in November 2016, it was struck off the
register of companies in October 2018 without ever filing a
set of accounts.
Of course the planning permission stays with the site, once it
is granted. Not with the individuals who applied for
permission. So by the time SSDC came along the value of the
site had been inflated by having the planning permission for
the battery park already granted. Yet neither SSDC nor the
directors of Opium Power Limited were involved in the
ownership of Taunton Battery Storage Limited. Nor were
they directors of the company. Which is curious. HB
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The storm which has engulfed
Wincanton Town Hall in recent
months shows no sign of abating.
Indeed, it has worsened significantly
since we reported last month that
councillors were at loggerheads over
the alleged ill-treatment of the town’s
long-serving clerk, Sam Atherton.
At the twice-monthly meeting held on
24 July, five councillors resigned from
the council. One, Phil Rogers, who had
served for three decades, said, “I have
never seen the council in such a mess. I
was voted in to represent the town but I
feel this council isn’t working for the town;
it’s working for itself.” Mr Rogers, 80, had
received the highest number of votes
cast for any candidate standing at the
most recent elections, held in May
2019.  He told The Leveller®, “At the
previous meeting the chair said to me, ‘Mr
Rogers, you have already spoken twice, you
can’t speak any more.’ I was on the council
to represent the town and I should be able
to speak as many times as I need to.”
Dawn Old was another of the five
councillors to resign. She claimed the
personnel committee had been
abolished and then re-constituted in
order that she, a known critic of the
chair, could not consider Ms Atherton’s
complaint. At the 24 July meeting she
told the chair, Susan Shelbourn-Barrow,
“For 18 months I have been bullied and
harassed. You complain at every
opportunity at my behaviour, yet no
reflection is taken on your own behaviour.
You have racked up over 100 formal
complaints about you. I have seen you be
the cause of two clerks going off sick,
belittling my colleagues, picking people to
co-opt and scripting what they say.” She
further complained that the mayor was

“spending money from reserves like it’s
going out of fashion.”
The five have called for fresh elections
to act as a referendum on the
behaviour of Ms Shelbourn-Barrow,
this year’s mayor of Wincanton, as well
as chair. By the time The Leveller® went
to press a petition calling for her
resignation had attracted over 500
signatures. And Howard Ellard, a
former councillor and chair, is
canvassing support for holding a town
meeting to discuss growing concerns
about the actions of the chair and the
council.
In a further extraordinary development,
police were reportedly called after Ms
Atherton returned to work for two
days in mid-August. Ms Atherton had
been on sick leave since June and is said
to have gone on sick leave again – for
the third time - after finding filing
cabinets in her office had been forced
open, as well as claiming her email
account had been hacked and
passwords changed. Police were
contacted after she reported concerns
about a breach of data protection laws.
The filing cabinets containing, among
other sensitive material, personnel
records of the five-strong council staff.
The Police are understood to have
encouraged her to try to resolve the
matter internally. A source told us,
“They pointed out that the alternative -
them to go in, all guns blazing - might only
make matters worse.” The clerk declined
to speak to The Leveller®.
During Ms Atherton’s absence, Muriel
Cairns, who has served the council for
more than 20 years as deputy town
clerk, also took sick leave. She too
declined to speak to The Leveller® but

we understand she is now
back at work, although

minutes of the council’s most recent
meeting were taken by a locum clerk,
Richard Tyzack.
With clerks and deputy clerks coming
and going, during August the council
voted to establish a new personnel
committee to replace the previous one.
Top of the list of outstanding business
for the new committee is the complaint
from Ms Atherton. As we reported last
month she had accused the mayor of
“questioning my skill set. Over the past few
months micro-managing and constant
email requests have been hindering my
workload, causing stress at work and
affecting my confidence in my role as town
clerk.” This is now on the desk of the
committee’s new chair, Lizzy Ralph.
Asked why Ms Atherton had been
denied due process for so long, Ms
Ralph, co-opted on to the council in
June, said, “I believe I would be breaking
our code of conduct if I made a comment
to you now. What I will do is inquire as to
what I can and cannot say.” She had
made no further comment by the time
The Leveller® went to press.
Ms Shelbourn-Barrow was asked to
comment on the chaotic situation at
the council. She stated simply, “On this
occasion Wincanton Town Council are
unable to comment.”
To put all this into context, disputes
with town hall personnel are far from
unusual. Lionel Thatcher of the clerks’
trade union, the Association of Local
Council Clerks, told us, ”The ALCC is
frequently involved in employment
disputes.   I am just one Employment
Support Officer and I am currently involved
with six disputes, both grievances and
disciplinaries. I estimate that we probably
have three or four new ones come along
each week.”

In 2016 South Somerset District
Council (SSDC) undertook a
Transformation to reduce the
cost base of the authority. It
aimed to reorganise the way
services were delivered. The
costs of Transformation were
expected to be around £4.7m. So
how has it gone?
The latest (but still only draft)
accounts suggest quite well. If you
look at total staff costs for
2019/20 you’ll see that they fallen
to £17.78m from £20.9m in
2018/19. That £3m saving looks
like a substantial and substantive
achievement. It is also in line with
the level of saving predicted by

SSDC back in 2016 when they
started out on the exercise.
So just out of curiosity we went
back to the accounts for 2016/17
to see how things were at the
start. Reviewing the years of
Transformation in order is quite a
revealing exercise:
2016/17 £17.066m
2017/18 £18.823m
2018/19 £20.918m
2019/20 £17.78m
In other words after spending
over £4.7m on the exercise,
including redundancy costs, today
SSDC is spending slightly more on
staff than it did before the
exercise began.

Lower costs - or not? by the editor

Somerset News

War In Wincanton by James Garrett
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Voting for Local Government
Change by Hattie Bowler

It may have been the most divisive issue to hit Britain in the
past 50 years, but membership of the European Union (EU)
had one thing in its favour. A decision was made by a majority
in a referendum to join in 1973. And a decision was made by a
majority in a referendum to leave in 2016. If nothing else, the
means of going in and coming out was consistent.
But what about other changes to the way we are governed?
Last month this was brought into sharp relief by the decision of
the four district councils of Somerset to do a U-turn. Having
vehemently opposed all forms of unitary authority, in the
second week of August they suddenly decided that two unitary
authorities would be just fine after all. This would mean that
district and county councils would cease to exist and be
replaced by either one (the Somerset County Council plan) or
two (the new district council vision) unitary council(s).
Less is more
The Leveller® has campaigned for this change (we are not that
bothered if it is one or two to be honest). We believe unitary
authorities eliminate wasteful administration and leave more
money for services. And, most importantly, remove any
ambiguity over responsibility for the actions of local
government. Life is always better when you know whose fault
something is. Of course we understand some of you will
disagree with us.
Be that as it may. One of the main criticisms of the proposed
change was that it is undemocratic. And it is true that our own
view is that a referendum of sorts would be ideal. Probably
because that expectation was raised the last time the possibility
of change was mooted back in 2007. But is that actually
rational? Unlike our entry into and exit from the EU, district
councils were created, and rural district councils abolished, by
Act of Parliament. There was no referendum, or any kind of
local mandate for the changes. The government of the day, led
by Edward Heath, simply passed the Local Government Act
1972.
Is a referendum necessary?
So if there was no mandate to create district councils, is there
any need for one to abolish them and replace them with
something else? After all the government of the day does have
its own mandate from the British people. The expectation of
some kind of local mandate has been created by the piece meal
way in which government has reformed the system in the last
two decades. If they had simply legislated a change to be

applied uniformly across England,
an Act of Parliament would have
done the job. Instead, there has
been a slow creeping change and
local regions have been given the
choice of change or not. And
along have come referenda to
back each decision.
Even now, with the various unitary solutions under discussion, a so-called consultation period is
part of the process. But these consultations are rarely genuine or meaningful. Much of the criticism
of the merger of West Somerset and Taunton Deane was over the muddled and frankly
unsatisfactory consultation process.
It raises a serious question. Is it the job of councils to decide if they should exist or change? Is it
not far cleaner for the structure of government to be determined by the democratically
accountable government of the day? After all it is central government that will provide most of the
grant money (though much less than a decade ago) that will fund these councils.

Once those structures have been determined, it is of course only right that they are run and managed by elected members. And
that those members are elected locally and accountable locally.
As it is, this is a mess. Although the path for Somerset has probably been set, it will leave bitterness in its wake which was
avoidable.

The Unitary Debate
Up until last month, the four district councils of Somerset
were looking at a range of solutions to change the way local
government worked in our county. The only one they ruled
out completely was a unitary authority. This is not a party
political issue. Three of the districts are LibDem, one
Conservative and all were avowedly anti unitary. Somerset
County Council (SCC) is Conservative controlled and has
always been in favour of a unitary council.
If you haven’t already heard, following a meeting with Local
Government Minister, Simon Clarke, the district councils
suddenly changed course. They agreed to put forward a
proposal for Somerset to be converted into two unitary
authorities. They agreed a timetable to do this and a
programme of consultation.
While SCC is proposing a single unitary authority, the district
councils are now proposing two unitaries. This would see
South Somerset District Council (SSDC) combined with
Mendip in the East and SW&T combined with Sedgemoor in
the west. These are interesting proposals and ones with which
The Leveller® completely agrees. Yes, you read that correctly.
The Leveller® has campaigned consistently for a unitary
authority and it seems to us not to matter very much if there
is to be one or two. Our view, if pushed, is that more savings
may come from a single unitary, but that is not a certainty.
So for now our campaigning on the issue will cease and we
will start to look more analytically at the execution of the
plans that come forward for the future of local government in
Somerset.
But Mendip councillors object
While the change in plan proposed by the district councils
looks like a volte face, a group of Mendip district councillors
put out their own press release crying foul.
LibDem councillors Adam Boyden, Drew Gardner, Edric
Hobbs, Damon Hooton, Garfield Kennedy, and Matt Martin
plus Independent councillor Chris Inchley, all claim they had
no choice. The councillors assert that the four existing district
councils are in effect being told they are to be abolished. The
proposal for two unitaries is, they say, only a result of the fact
that central government is imposing a unitary solution as a
matter of central government policy. Two unitaries will
therefore be the lesser of two evils.
I have no doubt there is some truth in the fact that central
government policy is being imposed. To that extent they are
probably right. However, this political reality has been
blindingly obvious for the past 11 years, to anyone who
wanted to see it. The Conservative central government has
not changed course, it has simply been slow to implement its
preferred and publicly stated option for local government.
There was a window of opportunity for the district councils to
get in first with a set of proposals and take control of the
agenda. This they failed to do.

Somerset News
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Lockdown in Castle Cary by Jacky King
Castle Cary was phenomenal during Lockdown. As we
absorbed the apocalyptic shock of the COVID-19 news, the
community rallied. There was so much reaching out.
Immediately, the ‘Cary Cares’ scheme was developed by the
Town Council and Churches Together. Leaflets were
distributed and more than 100 volunteers offered their help
delivering free food boxes, groceries and prescriptions, and
providing a chat/listening service for those in need. As a result,
incredible friendships were forged over the weeks and there
was a great community feel.
We have 650 houses being built in Castle Cary. For a few
happy weeks, the gouging up of our meadows ceased. The
badgers had a moment of safety and freedom and, although we
were locked down, many of us felt released from the daily
grind as well.
Community pulling together
This was not so for the shops. Throughout Lockdown, they
worked tirelessly for the community. George, the
greengrocer, delivered 300 boxes of fruit and veg a week and
employed many young staff, which kept both them and us
happy and fed. Julian Shave also delivered widely, adding
groceries and prescriptions to his boxes.
In fact, there were deliveries from all the shops both essential
and non essential: Dave Marsh Hardware, Boots, Pinsents
Deli, both wine shops and the market traders. There were
generous and excellent takeaway meals from pubs and cafes,
presents and cards from others such as Needful Things and
Oxford Mill, and bicycle deliveries from Bailey Hill Bookshop.
The butcher and baker remained open, as did the newspaper
shop and the Co-Op, a triumph of organisation under duress.
The garages remained open too. We are so grateful for their
compassion and cheerfulness.
The gardens were a
picture and people left
out boxes of produce
and books for people
to help themselves.
The school stayed
open and the postmen
and women were
helpful and friendly
despite huge loads of
online deliveries. The
Thursday Clap echoed
up and down the streets, joined by the fire station hooter.
Lasting legacy?
What stood out during Lockdown in this town was the
kindness, the friendliness and the smiles in the town as we
queued, or clapped, or met during our exercise hour, walking
through the buttercup fields and freely on the roads, during
the strangest yet loveliest of springs on record with its
miraculous birdsong and crystal clear air.
A Castle Cary Lockdown Cookbook is being put together in time
for Christmas. Contributors are individuals, clubs,
organisations and businesses which supplied the town. There
is a story in every recipe. Local designers, artists and
photographers are working on it.
As Lockdown eases it’s glorious to see the other shops, the
library and the information centre come back to life, the
market traders return and pubs and cafes opening. This week,
Bud Martin made us laugh by singing from the Market House:
‘The Little Old Lady from Castle Cary.’ So, the smiles
continue.
Well done, little Castle Cary. You were – and are – amazing.

Frome funeral worker “the best”
Tom Parfitt a funeralcare co-ordinator, who brought colour
to the lives of residents in Frome and Southwick, has been
named Funeralcare Colleague of the Year for Southern Co-op.
Tom works for The Co-operative Funeralcare in Frome. He
was selected for the award from nearly 300 colleagues
working in funeralcare for Southern Co-op - the regional,
independent co-operative,
Tom was not just chosen for his hard work, though clearly
that helps. What made him stand out was his dedication to
the community giving his time to transform lifeless items with
colourful murals. Last year, Tom adorned a bus at Hope
Nature Centre in Southwick with animals of all shapes and
sizes. The bus is being used at the centre as part of its work
to train people with learning disabilities in animal care and
catering skills.
He also helped a Frome day-care service at Colliers Court
with an upcycle project. The centre is run by Discovery for
adults with learning disabilities and autism. The project was to
make the garden area a brighter and more pleasant area for
users to enjoy. Tom has worked at Southern Co-op for four
years since leaving the armed forces.
He explains that he was worried when his manager asked to
speak to him.  She had just completed a COVID-19 secure
audit and went super serious. "When she explained why I had
been put forward I was humbled. I love the job that we do and all
the team that surround and support me. Plus it's an added bonus
to be able to donate my hobby in the way of art to as many people
as I can. I just wanted to say thank you for the award it was a
shock and it will be cherished."

Yeovil knows best? by the editor
At Somerton Town Council the dispute over the co-option of
councillors rumbles on. The next meeting of the Council will
discuss a new co-option process. The last one was deferred
when a member of the public pointed out that it appeared to
breach best practice and the Local Government Act.
At the last meeting a new councillor was co-opted. Since
when emails have been circulating with some members of the
public crying foul One called the process “fraudulent and a
total sham”. Having attended the meeting via videolink, your
humble correspondent could see nothing that justified the
charge. It has been suggested for instance that Cllr Steve
Harrison could not vote to co-opt the sole candidate for co-
option who happened to be his wife. This is not actually true.
An elected councillor is entitled to vote for any potential co-
optee whether they are related or not.
Meanwhile over at Yeovil Town Council on 1 September they
were also planning to co-opt a councillor for the Wyndham
Hill Ward. Here they seem to have got it right. There were
four candidates. The Town Clerk checks in advance that each
candidate meets the criteria to be a councillor.
If they do the candidate is offered the chance to speak to the
full council (not a sub committee or selection committee) for
3 minutes. This is to make their pitch for why they should be
chosen. They don’t have to speak if they don’t want to.
Once all candidates have spoken the Mayor, will call for
proposers and seconders for the candidates. Each candidate
who receives both a proposer and a seconder will then be put
to the vote. Only candidates who receive a majority of the
councillors votes can  be co-opted. If no candidate has a
majority, the candidate with the lowest number of votes drops
out and the process is repeated until one candidate has a
majority of votes.
It isn’t radical, or especially complicated. It serves Yeovil well
and perhaps it would work well in Somerton.

Somerset  News
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No checks and no balances
Last month a massive explosion shook Beirut. It killed
more than 135 people, destroyed acres of land and
buildings in the port area of the city and prompted an
economic crisis. The explosion was caused by a couple
of thousand tons of ammonium nitrate fertiliser that
had been left in a warehouse. Unchecked, unsafe and
with several people deeply concerned about what
might happen, the authorities did nothing. Crucially
no-one seems sure who is responsible for checking
that storage rules were observed and for enforcement
action when they weren’t.
Spin forward a month and we are in deepest rural
Somerset. Looking down on a modern power plant
near to the busiest trunk road in Somerset, the A303.
There are no reasons to doubt that the anaerobic
digester at Frogmary Farm is anything other than very
safe. The owners have done all the safety checks
which you would expect a responsible organisation to
carry out. The Leveller® wishes to make it clear that
nothing that follows is meant to impugn the working
practices with regard to the operation of that plant.
However this is a power plant. Gases such as methane
and carbon dioxide are involved in the process You
would expect that there would be oversight, an
inspection regime and a monitoring body responsible
for ensuring that plants like these are run safely. More
on that in a moment.
First though a word on how anaerobic digestion
works. In summary “anaerobic digestion is a natural
biological process which transforms biomass (feedstock)
into useful bio-fertiliser (digestate). Anaerobic digestion is a fully
enclosed in-vessel process which produces valuable renewable
energy in the form of biogas, comprising 60% methane and 40%
carbon dioxide. Organic waste, including animal manure, contains
valuable nutrients and a significant amount of nitrogen locked up
in unavailable forms. As an enclosed process, anaerobic digestion is
able to retain all nutrients and convert them into available forms
whilst preventing unwanted pollution.”*
It is anticipated that the facility will produce enough gas to
heat over 1,750 homes based on Ofgem’s estimations of
typical household energy consumption.
Where does the buck stop?
In the first instance we depend on owners and operators to
be good corporate citizens. In this instance that is not a
concern. But what would happen if the owners had not done
all the good and responsible things?
We would then depend on the Devon & Somerset Fire and
Rescue Service for the checks and balances to ensure the
safety of the plant. So it should be a matter of considerable
public concern that they gave the following response to a
Freedom of Information request: “Devon & Somerset Fire &
Rescue Service has not carried out an inspection of these
premises under the Fire Safety Order.
As an enforcing authority under the Order, we do not
carry out or keep copies of premises fire risk
assessments or retain information on the fire precautions
which have been implemented in respect of this.”
We all expect owners of significant plants containing this sort
of material will act responsibility. And for the most part they
do. But if they don’t, we rely on the relevant public authority
to ensure the safety of the public. The fact that the anaerobic
digester is well run and safe today is not the point.
The key question we should ask is what would happen if it
was not well run in the future. Can we rest assured knowing

the authorities have done nothing to ensure public safety? Is
it good enough that they have failed to carry out an
inspection to ensure the safe running of a power plant. And if
anything ever did go wrong, remember this is a power plant
right next to the A303, if the fire service were called out they
would have no fire risk assessments or other relevant
information to support any action they needed to take in an
emergency.
*material taken from planning documents submitted as part of the
planning application for the anaerobic digester at Frogmary Green

We asked the Devon and Somerset Fire and Rescue service for a
comment on this piece but they declined to respond.

Try us online!
Leveller.Live covers all the news from Somerset in
between issues of The Leveller®. Expressed in our
unique style you can keep up to date.
Go to https://leveller.live/ to see what’s new….

Advertise online
It is also the perfect place to advertise online. All
our hits are genuine UK readers.
So when you advertise on Leveller.Live it is to the
same customer base you get with the hard copy of
The Leveller®.
To find out more and check our ad rates contact
Ruth on: levelleradvert@gmail.com
Or Juliet on: Levellermarketing@gmail.com
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There is no doubt that our Government has spent billions of
pounds keeping the UK economy going during the pandemic.
Support has been given to employers and employees alike.
There have been furlough schemes, small business grants,
hospitality trade grants, and income support for self-
employed people. So it may come as a surprise to learn that
some three million workers in the UK have been left with
nothing. That is pretty much 10% of the workforce. As Yeovil
resident Clive Saunders told us “the words of the Chancellor
that no one would be left behind ring hollow for this three million.”
A campaign has been put together across the country for a
better deal for these ‘excluded’. Their voice has not fallen
completely on deaf ears. An All Party Parliamentary Group
(APPG) has been formed by Jamie Stone MP, to take up the
cause and 221 MPs (that’s over a third of them) have signed
up. Of those, 66 are Conservative MPs, so this is not just an
opposition cabal. Sad to say, however, that the only Somerset
MP to join in is David Warburton, MP for Somerton &
Frome.
Fallen between the cracks
So who exactly has missed out? People and businesses who
have been excluded from support schemes include:
Newly self-employed
Self-employed with +£50k trading profits
Less than 50% income through self-employment
PAYE freelancers
New starters
Those denied furlough
Directors filing PAYE annually
Directors paid in dividends
Directors of companies not in profit
New businesses
Low-investment start-ups
Those ineligible for business grants
Those ineligible due to circumstances such as parental leave
or pension payments
A case study
Clive Saunders told The Leveller® “We are all very aware of the
huge amounts of money that have been allocated to support
British business and individuals and please, make no mistake, we
are absolutely delighted that so many people HAVE been helped
via the various schemes. We have no problem whatsoever with
anyone that has been helped in any way at all. Good for them, we
are genuinely pleased for them.”
The example of Mr Saunders and his partner Gill Lang shows
just how easy it is to fall foul of the system, by being honest
and declaring everything at the right time. Mr Saunders
suffers with a long-term chronic heart condition, so had to

start self-isolating on 17 March. As they live together, his
partner had to self-isolate at the same time. His self
employment started in September 2018, so he was eligible for
the princely sum of £405. His partner started in April 2019,
so she received nothing.
Subsequently, as they had no work due to the fact they were
self isolating they applied for Universal Credit (UC).
They were accepted and given an advance of £595, which is
repayable. Five weeks later, they received £545 UC (£50
deducted for repayment). Four weeks later, they received
£545 UC (£50 deducted for repayment). Three weeks later,
Ms Laing’s self-employment re-started. They declared this and
UC stopped immediately (even though she would not be paid
for her work under self-employment until 15 July). Two
weeks later, Mr Saunders felt he had to restart self-
employment, despite his health concerns. He simply could
not manage with zero income any longer.
So from 15 March to the end of July they received a total of
£2,090 for two people (of which £495 was repayable). If you
want to understand quite how desperate that is, over the
four and a half months the minimum wage would equate to
£5,493.60 – EACH! In other words £10,987.20 in total.
MP responds
Mr Saunders lives in the Yeovil constituency so we contacted
his MP, Marcus Fysh. Mr Fysh was not unsympathetic, telling
The Leveller® “I’ve been in regular contact with the Chancellor
and Treasury regarding constituents’ issues during this time and
trying to suggest fair and workable solutions for some of the
problems that come under the Excluded movement. In particular I
lobbied for the Discretionary Business Grants and also extending
the Government backing for loans to help small businesses through
this time.
Sadly there are cases where workers have been self-employed for
a short time or have incomes based on dividends where it has not
been possible to support those people as they would hope but that
is why it has been important to make sure a range of help is
available such as the low interest loans, mortgage breaks and
Universal Credit for those unable to work.
The Government has provided £12 million in grants to the self-
employed in the Yeovil constituency, protected 14,700 jobs
through the furlough scheme and paid out over £23 million in
business grants so it has been a fast and wide-ranging response to
the pandemic. We need to focus now on recovery and getting the
right conditions in place to rebuild the economy but I will continue
to try to ensure people know about the help that is available.”
All reasonable points in general terms. Meantime three
million people have been left desperately short and without
any safety net to speak of. Thousands are losing their homes,
their businesses are failing, marriages are crumbling, kids are
going hungry, pleas for help are multiplying on a daily basis,
the increase in mental health suffering is huge, as many reach
the end of their tether.
Many of us, the staff at The Leveller® included, have benefited
from the government schemes and have much to be grateful
for. But seeing the plight of those who missed out, honest
tax-paying people with decades of paying National Insurance,
is a reminder to us all. There but for the grace of God…
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As September has begun and schools open once again, the
anxiety of sending children back will be lurking in many
parents’ minds, their nerves more wracked than during the
usual back-to-school season. However it seems perhaps the
students themselves are not so nervous but rather excited
and relieved at the prospect of returning to school, and with
it the return to normality.
Somerset has a very low population density and, as a result,
has not been hit as hard as some other counties in England by
the coronavirus (COVID-19). There were only three cases
per 100,000 people from 9 to 15 August, less than half of the
average cases in England of eight per 100,000. Furthermore
our county has also only suffered 199 coronavirus-related
deaths (as of 7 August) which is 0.48% of the total UK deaths
and yet we have 0.84% of the UK population.
New school rules
Whatever the incidence of coronavirus you would hope that
the government would also put in place rules to reduce its
impact in schools. Which they have done. They require that
any children who are ill do not come into school and that
extensive hand and respiratory hygiene is maintained.
Enhanced cleaning arrangements will be put in place, and
active engagement with NHS Test and Trace is implemented
in all schools. They also ask that schools consider how to
reduce contact and maximise distancing between everyone in
school wherever possible.
I had a discussion with a faculty member at Yeovil College to
illuminate some aspects of new protocols.
The lecturer I talked to explained that
new one-way systems will be
implemented. This new system will be
required throughout all facilities to help
maximise distance between students at all
times. That means no more bumping into
classmates in the corridors, or brushing
past others in doorways. With
precautions like this in place, the minds of
parents and children should be slightly eased. But one of the
overwhelming reasons for getting children back to school is
the negative impact lockdown had on their mental health.
Harder for youngsters
It is much harder for kids to socialise remotely than adults.
After speaking to a seven-year-old from Ashlands first school,
an 11-year-old from Maiden Beech school, and their mother
it becomes apparent that this pandemic has really
disadvantaged young children. The mother said, “I feel quite

strongly that children have taken the brunt of the lockdown
without having the same options young adults and adults have in
terms of socialising.” A young person may not have the ability
to video chat with their friends. Socially distanced play dates
have not been possible as the presence of parents pushes the
numbers over the gathering limit. Furthermore, it is hard for
young children to play with each other while having to remain
two metres apart.
Should schools have opened before pubs, golf clubs and other
adult recreational pastimes? The children admitted to being
more ‘excited’ than nervous at their return to school as they
miss their friends and clubs. It seems the pros outweigh the
cons. What do those in charge of the schools think? Head

teachers from across Somerset came
together to make a video welcoming
back their pupils
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
m9x3cifSkMQ&feature=youtu.be)
and trying to ease the children’s and
parents’ minds at the return after
such a long time away. The video
explores the importance of
education alongside friendships,

routine and the implementation of new safety measures, with
the teachers explaining that returning to schools is “not just
about the learning” but that “being in school is best for [students’]
health and well-being”. Whatever happens this September,
although the schools will look and function a little differently,
I think we all hope the relationships, structure, and learning
that schools stimulate so well, continues. It is a brave new
world, but one most of Somerset’s students can’t wait to
enter.

Noor Limmer
As many of you will know, The Leveller® has
for a number of years offered a programme
of internships for young people who want
to explore journalism as a career.
Our latest intern is Noor Limmer (pictured
during one of our socially distanced
meetings at Leveller® Towers) who is from
Crewkerne. She finished her A levels this
year and next month goes to university to
study biochemistry. We wish her all the
best with that, it has been a difficult time
for this year’s A Level students. She old us
“my aspiration is to become a scientific

journalist and write for newspapers and journals as a specialist.”
She wanted to write about the return to school following
COVID 19 and her piece is below.
Thank you Noor.

Education News
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New Partners announced
Lisa Holden has joined Pardoes Solicitors as a Partner and the
new Head of the Family Team. Lisa has been in
practice as a solicitor for more than 20 years and is an
accredited mediator and collaborative lawyer. She specialises
in dealing with all family-related matters, including complex
matrimonial finances, children issues and financial settlements.
In particular,
Lisa was a Partner for 17 years at a Dorset law firm and is
recognised by the Legal 500. Lisa has an expertise in military
pensions and divorces.
This chimes well with Pardoes who have signed the Armed
Forces Covenant and taken part in Virtual Armed Forces Day
2020. They also offer a 10% discount to all service men and
women (and all NHS workers until the end of the year).
For assistance on any family matters please contact Lisa on
01935 385984 for a free, no-obligation chat or email
lisa.holden@pardoes.co.uk
Battens
Meanwhile over at Battens Solicitors they have announced the
appointment of  a new solicitor to join their Private Client
Team based in Yeovil. Caroline Parker is an accomplished
Solicitor who decided to pursue a career in law whilst
studying A level law at college. She completed her Law degree
and LPC at the University of Plymouth.
Caroline specialises in wills, Lasting Powers of Attorney and
the administration of estates. She told us “I am looking forward
to working with Battens Solicitors and will endeavour to provide an
excellent service to clients. I will ensure that I use all of the skills
and experience that I have to help them through what can be a
very stressful and emotional time”. HB

New College Funding
Bridgwater College is to be the biggest winner in Somerset
from a new government fund. The money (£200m in total) will
be used “to repair and refurbish buildings and campuses so they
continue to be great places to learn for the local communities they
serve“. In all 180 colleges across England won funding.
Bridgwater College is to receive a total of £1.484m. This was
the largest grant given to any college in the south west of
England. Yeovil College is also to be awarded £530k under the
scheme and Strode College £535k.
The new funding anticipates the publication of a White Paper
this autumn setting out plans to build a high-quality further
education system that will provide the skills that individuals,
employers and the economy need to grow and thrive. This is
promised as initial funding to get work started. There is
apparently to be further funding delivered over the next five
years to total £1.5bn.
However you can only ask questions as to why the
announcement arrived last month with the suggestion that it
will enable colleges “to begin immediate work from this
September”
Education Secretary Gavin Williamson was feeling pleased
about the prospects “We want to build a world class further
education system which delivers for the whole nation, and a
key part of this is ensuring colleges are fit for the future - with
better facilities and brand-new buildings.”
Needless to say local MP Ian Liddell Grainger was delighted
with the news. He told The Leveller® “This really is fabulous
news for Bridgwater. Over the last few years the college’s reputation
has grown largely as a result of the excellent results it is achieving
across a huge range of subjects. Those results are partly as a result
of students responding to inspiring levels of enthusiasm among the
staff and it is only right that we should spend whatever we can
afford to create a more attractive, comfortable and well- equipped
teaching environment for staff and students alike”
There is one big mystery in all of this good news. And that is
the timing. Our schools and colleges have been largely empty
since the end of March. After a brief hiatus at the start of
lockdown, building projects around the county worked out
how to socially distance on site and carried on.
So students will now return to Yeovil and Bridgwater College
for a new term only to be confronted with areas of the
campus that will be a building site. This is inevitable if college
infrastructure is to be improved. But what a waste of the last
6 months when much of the work could have been done
without impacting on the students. It is not the fault of the
colleges. But it is most certainly the fault of central
government that could have done this so much better.

Somerset Life publisher sold off
The UK’s fourth biggest local newspaper publisher Archant
has been bought out by a private equity firm.  Rcapital
Partners will take a 90% stake in the company. Archant, which
has always been based in Norwich, can trace its origins back
to 1845 and aside from Somerset Life (part of the County Life
series) publishes The New European and the Eastern Daily
Press.
Without the deal the company was looking at being liquidated.
The rescue package will see shareholders wiped out, but
creditors will get more of their money back. The company
recorded a pre-tax loss of £7.6m for its last published set of
accounts in 2018 on group revenue of £87.3m.
Unlike some of its rivals, Archant still relied heavily on printed
copy for magazine and newspaper revenue. The Leveller
understands the group pension fund (which has been reported
as having a £50m deficit) will be taken over by the
government’s Pension Protection Fund. HBNew deal for Nuffield

Having got through the pandemic relatively unscathed so far,
Taunton’s private Nuffield Hospital has just signed a new deal
with the NHS. This is not the best of times to be in charge of
running a hospital. However Mark Enticknap, Hospital
Director at Nuffield Health Taunton Hospital, explains “Our
experienced infection prevention team are ensuring that everyone
that comes into our hospital receives high quality care in a safe
environment. For example, we are taking people’s temperatures
upon arrival, wearing PPE, and implementing new zones to help
maintain social distancing. We are also offering remote
consultations for patients and our end-to-end connected services
make us stand out in our care for people of all ages, from fitness
and wellbeing to treatment and recovery.”
NHS/private cooperation
The new contract with the NHS will see some patients able

 to be treated on the NHS, but at Nuffield Hospital. This
takes some of the pressure off NHS hospitals such as
Musgrove Park, reducing waiting times and freeing up
capacity. Whether you agree with using private providers to
support the NHS or not, the fact is that the system is
working when it is needed most. So far, more than 90,000
NHS patients have received care at 31 Nuffield hospitals
across the UK during the pandemic. This includes COVID-19
patients, those needing intensive care or oxygen support,
those undergoing cancer treatment (shielding vulnerable
patients from COVID-19), and those needing urgent surgery.
Steve Gray, Chief Executive at Nuffield Health, adds “We
remain committed to providing additional capacity to NHS trusts
and NHS patients as the pandemic continues to evolve.”   HB

Business News
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This month marks the 10th anniversary of the
first publication of this lovely magazine and it
has been my absolute pleasure to be one of
the regular contributors. At the moment,
when many businesses are having a very tough
time, it is great to be able to celebrate the
growth and continuance of a community
enterprise and may there be many more

anniversaries in the future!
Anniversaries are important to us all, be that cards on our
birthdays, a special meal to celebrate a wedding anniversary or
the exchange of gifts at Christmas. They are a chance to look
back and reminisce and the promise of new opportunities and
shared experiences to come. Some are also sad of course but,
nevertheless, a time for reflection.
Some of the less interesting anniversaries seem to come up
with increasing speed (I’m showing my age now!) The house
and car insurance always takes me by surprise and I always
think that the MOT for the car “was only done a couple of
months ago.” Legal documents can also become outdated as
the years pass.
In 2007 the Government introduced new rules that allowed
the transfer of the Nil Rate Band (that is the amount that an
individual can leave to their chosen beneficiaries) from the first
to die to the survivor. This means that, on second death, the
Executors can now utilise two lots of Nil Rate Band against any
Inheritance Tax liability where spouses have left everything to
each other. An individual Nil Rate Band is currently £325,000.
So where two allowances can be used there will be no tax
payable on estates of less than £650,000.
Before 2007 solicitors ensured that both lots of tax free

 allowance were used by creating a discretionary trust in the
Wills of couples to the extent of the maximum tax free sum. In
practice, this meant that the first to die fully used the Nil Rate
Band available but it did create an ongoing trust.
After 2007 these trusts were no longer necessary and lots of
people changed their Wills to remove them as the
administration of an estate was much easier without their
inclusion. However, those that did not regularly review their
Wills continued to retain the Trust. For many years this made
little difference at all.
In 2017 the Government made another crucial change to the
Inheritance Tax provisions when it introduced the Residential
Nil Rate Band. This allows individuals to leave a further
£175,000 to direct descendants in respect of their main
residence. This can be transferred between spouses in the same
way as the Nil Rate Band so, potentially, a couple can leave an
additional £350,000 tax free providing they are leaving their
house of at least that value (it’s reduced proportionally if the
house is worth less) to children, step children or grandchildren.
Unfortunately, the inclusion of a discretionary trust in a Will
may prevent the transfer of the Residential Nil Rate Band
because assets cannot be said to pass outright to direct
descendants. So, when did you last review your Will? Are there
any trusts that should be removed? Are any legacies included
still appropriate, after all the value of money changes over time?
We are constantly reminded of some anniversaries but less so
with others. If you have a copy of your Will place it with
something you review annually, such as your house insurance,
just to remind you to check it regularly.
If you would like to discuss any of these issues please do give me a
call on 01935 382680 or email at catherine.murton@pardoes.co.uk

Business News
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When a close (or even not so close) relative dies and you find
you are named as an executor in their will, it can all feel a bit
daunting. What do you do? How do you even start? The most
simple estate can get embroiled in tax issues very quickly. And
a lot of people who find themselves thrust into the role of
executor are not tax experts!
The first thing to say is that you should be aware before taking
on the role, that this is going to be a time consuming task. The
second thing to say is, importantly, just because you are
appointed as executor in a Will does not mean there is a legal
obligation on you to undertake the role. You can renounce
your right to act as executor and obtain the grant of probate.
This should be done in writing and signed in the presence of a
witness.
I do
But if you do decide to act, what then? First of all there is the
legal issue of getting probate. That can be a minefield all by
itself. It is a good idea to get legal help with the process unless
you know there is only one version of the will, it is definitely
the latest and it is uncontested. If you are really lucky, the
deceased will have taken the sensible precaution of getting a
lawyer to draft their will and keep a copy at the offices of the
lawyer.
Once you have probate the fun really begins. Executors are
responsible for accounting to HMRC for the contents of the
estate. They are responsible to HMRC for any capital gains
made by the sale of items in the estate to raise funds for the
estate. That means you will need to complete a tax return.
The reality is that being an executor means you become a
temporary custodian of all the assets in the estate before they
are passed on to the beneficiaries. In plain terms, this means
you are responsible for paying the Capital Gains Tax (CGT)
due as well.
Problem
That immediately presents you with a problem. If you want to
sell an asset which was left to a beneficiary, usually you will
not be able to without their permission. However you’ll not
be surprised to learn that good ol’ HMRC will allow this if it is
necessary to raise funds to pay the tax due on the estate.
But if you can sell the asset and you make a capital gain for the
estate, what then?
The capital gain is calculated as the amount by which any sale
proceeds exceed the cost. For these purposes the cost of an
asset is its probate value.
Just as with normal CGT rules, you get a personal exemption
when acting as executor. So the first £12,300 (for 2020/21) of
gains are tax free. And you get that allowance each tax year
(5th April). So if you can make some sales in March 2021 and
some in May 2021, the sales will be in 2 tax years and so you’ll
have two lost of £12,300 to use up before paying CGT.
However there is one exemption to the usual rules that you
should be aware of. If a beneficiary doesn’t want the asset that
has been left to them, they may ask you to sell it and give
them cash. In that case you can do so,
but the beneficiary, not the executor
is responsible for the CGT.
And remember if the tax side of
things starts to get too much, just
pop along to your friendly accountant
and they’ll be happy to help.

Lindsey Wright is a partner in
Accounting Angels of Somerton

Getting the message
The headline trumpeted it all in big letters: “Arterio fleet will
transform travel”. A new fleet of state-of-the-art trains has
been ordered by South Western Railway (SWR) at a cost of a
cool billion. It all sounded too good to be true and for long-
suffering travellers on SWR in Somerset – it is. When we
wrote back noting that services in Somerset did not seem set
to benefit, SWR were apologetic.
Backtracking
However they were not contrite because we have rubbish
rolling stock, but as they sent the press release to Leveller®
Towers by mistake! Perhaps sensing that a big PR-shaped hole
was being dug here, and anxious not to keep digging, another
SWR team member came back to explain further. “The West
of England line is served by Class 158/159 diesel trains as much of
the route is not electrified. These trains are also due to undergo an
internal refurbishment”.
So that’s all right then? It is hard to escape the conclusion that
the service offered by SWR in Somerset is a bit of an
afterthought when compared to their premium services in and
out of London. Perhaps it is time for a new franchise deal and
perhaps a new franchisee?
Enjoy the picture below, it is as near as south Somerset rail
users will get to seeing new rolling stock….

Business News

Lindseys Lines by Lindsey Wright
It ain’t easy
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Is there a journalist in
you

Itching to get out?

Contact us:
levellereditor@gmail.com

We offer 2 week internships.
See if this really is the stuff you are

made of?

Safety First

All social distancing protocols
will be followed throughout

You’ll see how a newspaper is put
together

You’ll have the opportunity to join in.
To write your own piece for The

Leveller®

Don’t Get Butterflies - Try The Leveller®
Do the ad rates charged by some newspapers for job adverts give you
butterflies. Not sure if to go for it or not?
If you are advertising for public sector jobs, a town clerk for instance, you’ll be
astonished at our rates.
We charge you less for a hard copy ad, to reach a much bigger audience.
Contact Ruth on levelleradvert@gmail.com to find out more.

 Jobs

Job Column
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My Somerset Home by Hattie Bowler
Buy British Furniture campaign

For the first time in history, organisations and businesses
across Britain’s furniture industry are joining forces for a
special campaign. The ‘Buy British Furniture Event’ is a month-
long initiative promoting British home furnishings this autumn.
Shepton Mallet’s very own Haskins Furniture is exceptionally
proud to be a part of this campaign. Haskins, an independent
local business, is exactly the sort of company that should
benefit as people look to shop more locally in the wake of the
COVID 19 pandemic.
The ‘Buy British Furniture Event’ is a British Furniture
Confederation (BFC) scheme, which is being organised and
promoted jointly by the British Furniture Manufacturers
Association (BFM) and the National Bed Federation. The core
message is ‘Buy the Best, Buy British, Save Jobs’.
Jonathan Hindle, Chairman of the BFC, is keen to see the
upsurge in business for local companies continue “Many
companies have been enjoying brisk business in the past couple of
months, but there is much uncertainty as to whether it will be
sustained into the autumn.
In recent manufacturing industry surveys, feedback worryingly
indicates that some companies are considering redundancies across
their workforces. Many retailers too will be looking closely at costs’’.
Haskins Furniture is a good example. While the doors were
closed, Haskins was forced into finding ways to reduce costs.
As their Retail Director explains ‘‘now more than ever do we
need our local customers to shop local and support us, we have
worked very hard over the last 80 years to provide great products
with even better prices and we pride ourselves on exceeding
customers’ expectations. We strive for this to continue even in these
uncertain times’’.
The campaign to focus on supporting British manufacturing –
tapping into consumers’ current natural desire to ‘buy local’
and support British jobs at risk. But it no longer the jingoism
of the 1960’s. The “I’m backing Britain” campaign which had a
sense of buying any old tat out of a misguided patriotism.
Today buying British is also about buying the best. Those
furniture businesses that have survived the onslaught of
Chinese competition and the internet have done so by being
the best. By finding their niche, understanding what they do
well and carrying on doing just that.

My Somerset Home
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All over the shop
But think about buying local

What a year 2020 has been for Heating Oil prices! All over
the shop and we are barely three quarters of the way through.
In January the price per litre, before 5% VAT, was tonking
along in the late 40p per litre (ppl) range, but then
Coronavirus struck and demand dropped, coinciding with a
price war between the Saudi and Russian oil producers.
Volatile prices may see some highs and lows but best prices
do not always get passed on to the consumer. One of the best
ways to get the best price, is to improve your buying power
by getting together with other oil customers into a grouping.
For instance Somerset Oil Buying Club and its partner
organisation Nadder Oil Buying Club.
When prices dropped like a stone at one point they were
fulfilling orders at 17ppl – an unheard of price this century.
Over the last few months, prices have recovered to the mid
20s and the last orders were fulfilled at 25.95p per litre plus
5% VAT. It is difficult to predict how prices will move but as
long as supply exceeds demand we are hopeful that prices will
remain about this level.
If you join an oil buying group this is what you should expect:
�� No service charges -  the price quoted is what you
pay. Somerset Oil Buying Club advise that the only exception
to this they have is that if access to your property is very
narrow and the supplier has to use a micro tanker, then there
will be a surcharge.  Happily, this is a very rare occurrence.
�� The more members a club has the more the suppliers like
them as the orders will be bigger, so it is always worth getting
friends and neighbours involved.
�� If you find you have a sudden shortage a buying club can
sometimes call in a favour with their suppliers who often bend
over backwards in a way they might not for an individual.
�� There will be a minimum order quantity, this is specified
by Trading Standards at 500 litres per delivery, to which the
tanker’s pumping equipment is calibrated.
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An excellent detached bungalow set at the head of a cul de sac on a sought after small development in a popular village location.
The property comes to the market in good decorative order with accommodation comprising three bedrooms (one currently
used as a dining room), lounge, garden room, kitchen, integral garage, shower room, separate W.C. Other benefits include
central heating, double glazing, private rear garden. EPC Rating D

Guide Price £360,000  freehold
To view contact English Homes on 01458 252530 or sales@english-homes.co.uk
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Rural Crimewatch
We are very lucky in Somerset to be blessed with stunning
countryside. However, as a result, some of the crime that our
more rural residents suffer from is unique and must be tackled
in a slightly different manner to the crime our more urban
counterparts experience. Whether we live, work, or spend
our leisure time in the countryside we all have a responsibility
to work together to combat criminal activity.
Theft of major equipment including tractors, all-terrain
vehicles, diesel, chemicals, chainsaws and other plant
machinery
Livestock theft, worrying and killing
Hare coursing
Poaching
Heritage crime
Arson & vandalism
Fly-tipping
Hare coursing involves dogs being used to kill the animals for
entertainment and gambling. It is illegal throughout the UK.
Hare coursers give no consideration to landowner’s property
and crops, and coursing is often associated with violence.
Coursers often have a sophisticated information network and
they invariably know about vulnerable properties in the area,
short cuts, and escape routes.
Intimidation
Farmers often work alone in the field and can experience fear,
intimidation and threats of violence as large gangs descend on
their property.
Hare coursing activity rises in late summer once fields have
been harvested. In this period, hare numbers are still high and
the dogs have wide, unobstructed areas to run across.
There is also a pattern of crimes associated with illegal hare
coursing, the act of coursing involves trespass, criminal
damage, illegal gambling and wildlife crime and organised
criminals will use the opportunity to scout for other criminal
opportunities on the farm with the prospects of thefts
occurring a few weeks later.
Make the call
Anyone who has experienced, witnessed or has any
information about rural crimes, but don’t feel they want to
report directly to the police, should call the Crimestoppers
0800 555111 or online www.crimestoppers-uk.org  . Your
information could be extremely valuable. With relevant
information being passed to the police, this service helps to
provide key leads in the pursuit of these criminals.
Speak up, Stop crime. Stay safe. 100% anonymous. Always. We
won’t ask who you are, Crimestoppers are just here to listen
on the phone or online.
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You may have heard the recent Government announcement
about £2bn being released this autumn to fund energy
improvements for homeowners.  A so called Green Homes
Grant. Under the scheme, homeowners and landlords will be
able to apply for a voucher to fund up to two thirds of the
cost of hiring tradespeople to upgrade the energy
performance of their home (up to a maximum contribution of
around £5,000).  Low income households will be eligible for
up to 100% Government funding, up to around £10,000.
Whilst details on the scheme are currently limited,
Government endorsed advice is available at
simpleenergyadvice.org.uk/ and homeowners and landlords
should visit this site in the first instance for up-to-date advice
on eligibility and the application process. We checked the
website out and it is a genuine, advice site and is listed on the
government web page on green energy which you can check
at https://www.gov.uk/green-deal-energy-saving-measures
For those eligible homeowners and landlords who need to
find funds to ‘top-up’ the Green Homes Grant, Lendology
CIC may be the answer.  Lendology is a local Social
Enterprise working in partnership with Somerset councils
providing loans to the community. Over the last 15 years,
they have lent over £15.7 million to homeowners for a range
of home repairs, improvements, energy efficiency measures
and adaptations.
Their knowledgeable team of advisers will guide you through
the process of applying for a home improvement loan.  For
more information about the home improvement loan
scheme, or if you need funds to top-up a Green Homes
Grant, visit lendology.org.uk or call 01823 461099 for an
informal chat.

We asked Lendology about their terms and they told us a
typical example would be:
Borrow £5,000 over 60 months.
£92.08 monthly repayments.
Total amount repayable = £5,544.96, (including £20 fee for
registering the Title Restriction)
(4% fixed interest rate, typical 4.2% APR)
However as with all loans, there are risks if you don’t keep
up with repayments. Missing payments could affect your
credit rating and ability to obtain credit in the future. Getting
a loan in the first place will, of course, be subject to status
and be aware that if you take a loan out to top up a Green
Homes Grant you can expect to be subject to a a Title
Restriction.  This means that you may not be able to sell your
home without the permission
of the lender unless the loan is
fully repaid.
Lendology CIC is a trading
name of Wessex Resolutions
C.I.C.: a community interest
company limited by guarantee,
registered in England, company
number 4512225. Registered
address: Heatherton Park
Studios, Bradford on Tone,
Taunton TA4 1EU. Wessex
Resolutions C.I.C is authorised
and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority (675263)
for credit regulated activities.
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At The Farm Gate by Helen Walker
Andrew tells me that this is the 10th anniversary edition of the
Leveller.  All at School Farm send their congratulations and
best wishes for the future.
That got me thinking what we were doing at School Farm ten
years ago.  It does seem a horribly long time ago.  We had
been keeping beef cattle for about 12 years then and the
numbers were on the up, probably twice as many cows as we
have now.  That was well and truly clobbered by the 2012 and
then the 2014 floods.
Lots of fun was had planting and digging potatoes.  My dad
used to sit on the other side of the potato planter from me
and Graham drove the tractor.  It is a quaint piece of
machinery that has a seat on each side of a large hopper into
which you put your seed potatoes.  It is towed by the tractor
and has a bell which rings.  When you hear the bell you take a
potato and drop it down a shute in front of you.  The potato
is then planted and ridged up.  It is quite a nice job if the
weather is sunny but the novelty wears off if it is windy and
cold.  Digging potatoes was done by an old piece of machinery
that is still in our yard.  It has a conveyer belt that throws the
potatoes that have been dug, back onto the ground behind the
tractor.  They are then picked up into a basket and carried to
a trailer.  I can remember talking to a farming parent at Joe’s
school, who used to grow potatoes on a larger scale.  She
thought it was incredibly primitive even back then.  It was jolly
hard work.  That stopped in 2012 because of the summer
flood.  All the potatoes that were planted were lost that year.
It all sounds a bit depressing but it wasn’t.  Pigs arrived in
2010.  9 weaners split into 2 batches kept outside.  In our
ignorance, it hadn’t occurred to us that pigs were such
incredible escape artists or that they are so clever.  One batch
or the other consistently dug themselves out and it was very
likely that when you opened the back door first thing in the
morning, there would be at least one pig waiting to greet you.
Pigs, even little ones are like piggy
JCBs.  You don’t need a big, bad
wolf to come and blow their
house down, they have probably
have done a pretty good job of
destroying it themselves - thank
you very much!  I would like to
think that in the last ten years pigs
have taught us a thing or two.  They aren’t kept over the
winter.  That means that you don’t have to shut them in if the
weather is bad.  Shutting in generally meant large scale wanton
destruction of the infrastructure, such as removal of doors,
walls, gates etc.
Cream teas also started in 2010.  A very nice couple came the
other day and said they had a cream tea here about 10 years
ago and that it hadn’t changed.  I am not sure whether to take
that as a compliment or not!

Helen Walker and husband Graham own School Farm and the
farm shop at Muchelney which you can contact on 01458 251 127

Guy the Grape by Guy Smith
Hungary Anyone?

As promised here is my second piece on Eastern European
Wine and this month I thought I’d talk about Hungary.
There is one grape and one wine type that stand out. Furmint
and Tokay respectively.
Before we come to that, let’s talk about Bulls Blood locally
known as Egri Bikavér. This was a staple red wine in steak
houses and trattorias in the 1970s and a bit of a joke. In
reality, it’s was always pretty good.  Very difficult to find
nowadays but the story goes that when the locals in the town
of Eger were besieged by the Ottoman Turks they threw red
wine over the ramparts saying that it was the blood of their
captives. In reality I think that it got its name because of its
deep colour but why let that stand in the way of a good story.
The crowning glory of Hungarian Wine is one of the crowning
glories of the world’s wine – Tokay
(aka Tokaji). It comes in everything
from dry to very sweet and it’s these
sweet wines that are known as the
King of Wines and the Wine of Kings.
They were highly prized for centuries
right up until the communist era when
they were largely mass produced
although some rare examples of great
wines still exist. The very best are
made with varying levels of rotten
grapes, stay with me on this….this
specific rot sucks water out of the
grapes but leaves the sugar. The
amount of sweet rotten grapes added is
measured in puttonyos which is the
local word for a picking basket. The
more puttonyos you have the better.
They range from 3-6 with tiny amounts
of Essencia above this which is 100%
dried rotten grapes, takes four years to
ferment  and is incredibly sweet. It
famously ages for centuries.  And why
are they so great? They also have really
high acidity which means that they are
balanced and taste beautifully fresh. They are really some of
my very favourite wines in the world.
Names to look out for are Royal Tokaji Company – their 5
Puttonyos is £23.99 for 50cl in Majestic. A great introduction
is the same wine but in 25cl in Waitrose for £13.99. Disznoko
– Averys do a dry Tokaji from them for £17.99. The ultimate

producer is called Oremus which is
very expensive and tends to get
traded by fine wine companies such
as Berry Bros and Farr Vintners.
For more information about the
vineyard and their wine shop, take a
look at smithandevans.co.uk

Please support our advertisers!
We bring you the Leveller free every month. We could not do that without the commercial support of our
advertisers. Please support them as they have supported us.
This has never been more true than it is today.
With Coronavirus shutting down so many local businesses, even if they can trade online or
they are food businesses, things are tight like never before.
Once again many advertisers have been kind to us, supporting us when perhaps they did
not need to advertise. We know that you may not be able to use their services today, but
please remember them when the county is open again and offer them the support they have offered to us.
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Somerset is, we all know, a bucolic county full of the finest
things life has to offer. It is also full of the most fascinating
people from all walks of life. But we all see different things,
some of us come to put down roots and some of us are here
for different reasons. In the first of an occasional series,
Stephanie Harris Plender talks to Somerset locals about their
working lives and about their likes and dislikes concerning the
county.
Sue Inglish of Ilminster is chair of the Disasters Emergency
Committee (DEC) which brings together the top UK aid
charities to raise funds when major disasters strike around
the world. The DEC is at present appealing for donations to
help refugee camps hit by COVID-19 in war-torn countries
like Yemen, Syria and South Sudan. At the time of writing the
Coronavirus Appeal has raised more than
£24 million. A former Head of Political
Programmes at the BBC, Sue works part-
time in London.
How does the DEC process work?
The key thing about the DEC is that it
brings together 14 of the major
international aid agencies in the UK to
work in partnership with what we call the
rapid response network which includes the
broadcasters – BBC, ITV, C5, C4, Sky – and other
organisations like PayPal. Probably the most valuable partners
are the broadcasters because they give free air time at the
end of their main news bulletin – all of them on the same
specific day. That taps into the public’s awareness of what the
disaster and emergency is because they will probably have
seen the story in the news bulletin, then immediately after
the bulletin they will see a two-minute film fronted by
someone recognisable, such as a celebrity, a presenter or an
actor. I think a hugely important part of the success of the
DEC is that people know that we only appeal when it’s really
urgent and when it’s a big disaster.
How did the DEC Board decide on launching the
Coronavirus Appeal?
The Coronavirus Appeal has been very different from the
normal appeals that we’ve run. The last one we ran was the
Cyclone Idai Appeal which hit Mozambique, Zimbabwe and
Malawi in March 2019 and that was a very clear natural
disaster where people needed immediate help. This time,
instead of launching something immediately, we spent several
months discussing when and how. We were very mindful of
the fact that for the first time ever we are appealing to help

people who’ve been hit by the same disaster that our
domestic supporters have also been hit by and personal
finances are tricky for a lot of people in the UK at the
moment. We came to the conclusion that we needed to
focus the appeal on the people who are living in the world’s
poorest and most fragile places, who are already really
struggling to survive. One of the places that we highlighted is
the largest refugee camp in the world, for Rohingya refugees
in Bangladesh, which I went to visit with the DEC last year.
It’s the most extraordinary place. There are over a million
people in a relatively small area – it’s certainly not a place
where you’d want to be trying to keep yourself clean, let
alone practise anything like social distancing.
It seemed to all of us that we needed to look at the places

where our member agencies are already
working and know they can deliver, help in
terms of sanitation and hygiene and with PPE,
help stop the spread of infection because
when people get ill there are not going to be
the facilities to treat them. These are people
who have nothing; they are faced with this
appalling pandemic and even though a lot of
people here are struggling, the generosity of
the British public is extraordinary.

Bringing things closer to home, tell me one thing you
particularly love about Somerset?
We came to Somerset nearly 20 years ago and what I’ve
grown to love over that time is the extraordinary variety of
countryside. We like walking a lot and the different kind of
walking that you can do is wonderful – you can walk in
beautiful hills and forests in the Quantocks or the Mendip
Hills or you can walk on the Levels or, where we are down
towards South Somerset, you’ve got rolling hills and fields.
Just a fantastic variety of landscape, nature, birds. I think
probably my favourite walk is along the Mendip Hills. We’ve
walked most of the Mendip Way on our own and with
friends. But actually it’s hard to choose a favourite. There are
lovely walks in the Quantocks particularly around Nether
Stowey where you can walk for miles and hardly see anyone.
That’s something about Somerset that really surprised me to
start with and still does; in spite of the fact that it’s not that
difficult to get to and there are quite large towns you do feel
that the countryside is quite empty. When you live in London
part of the time you really do appreciate not being
surrounded by crowds of people and I think Somerset has
retained that feeling of openness and space which is delightful.
And one thing you dislike or would particularly like to
change?
I’d change the traffic on the A303. I’m exactly the sort of
person who doesn’t like traffic but on the other hand is
creating the traffic by coming down from London, so I
recognise that there is a contradiction here! There have
always been plans to do something about the road by
Stonehenge as I recall since the first time I travelled on the
A303 around the age of 18 to go camping. I never thought it
was going to happen and I may be wrong but I still don’t think
it ever will. Actually I don’t mind the fact that there is a bit of
a traffic jam around Stonehenge. What I find more irritating is
that once you are in Somerset the A303 dodges around from
being single carriageway to dual carriageway and that it’s
dangerous. So it’s actually quite a dangerous road as well as
being quite congested.
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Cobbs Column by Jane Rodger
Hedge medicine

This autumn the hedgerows seem to be offering us the vital
ingredients to create the most potent of natural remedies to
boost our immune systems and protect us during the long
winter months ahead. Mother Nature in her own way is
helping us to help ourselves and offering us the most abundant
of helping hands!
How do we safely and easily harness the properties of such
offerings.?
Well Hippocrates the Ancient Greek herbalist from around
400 BC devised a quick and effective way to harness nature’s
goodies in a simple blend of cider vinegar and honey known as
oxymel, oxy meaning acid and mel meaning honey. Steeping
the herbs and fruits in this blend extracts the properties and
makes a palatable and incredibly healthy beverage.
Read on to discover the various recipes for virtually every
winter ailment and how to prepare them.
First of all arm yourself with sterilised Kilner jars, I use 500 ml
size, a litre of raw organic cider vinegar with the mother. This
is important as the vinegar is in itself incredibly rich in natural
enzymes, antibacterial, antiseptic, antifungal elements to help
protect and nourish the body as well as balancing the gut to
help absorb nutrients from the herbs and fruits steeped in it.
Raw honey, locally produced if possible , is again rich in
nutrients to help nourish and protect the immune system.
Both the honey and vinegar help to protect the mucous
membrane of the body keeping lungs ,throat, and gut healthy
and resistant to viruses and infection.
Rosehip oxymel
To prepare forage about 200grams of rosehips, rinse and dry.
Simply add 250 ml of vinegar to the Kilner jar , add 200 ml of
honey and mix. Add the rosehips, a cinnamon stick and
1tablespoon of chopped root ginger, mix well, seal, and shake
to blend. Leave in a cool dark place for six weeks, then strain
through muslin into a sterilised bottle or jar, keep
refrigerated, it will last around three months. To prepare a
super Vit c packed winter booster drink simply add a
tablespoon full to a cup of hot water and enjoy. Rosehips
contain not only vitamin c but are rich in natural flavonoids, a
compound that protects the body cells from viruses and
bacterial infection. They are also a powerful anti-inflammatory,
and in the oxymel form helpful at easing join5 pain associated
with arthritis.
Here is a list of herbs and spices suitable for oxymel
preparation to keep us spritely in the months to come!
Fresh thyme, use a good handful added to 250 ml vinegar.
200ml honey. Add a cinnamon stick and 6 cloves.
This makes an amazing cough linctus and helps in the
treatment of many upper respiratory tract infections.
Fresh sage combined with a couple of star anise, using the
same ratio as above makes a super soother for sore throats.
Try diluting using 1tbp to 3tbp warm water and use as a
gargle. Great for strep throat soothing.
Oregano, and peppermint ,with fresh ginger make a great
stomach cleansing drink. The oregano is antifungal and helps
to clear Candida from the gut, peppermint soothes and
reduces acid and the ginger is a great digestive stimulant
helping to digest food more
Fresh cranberries following the rosehip recipe is a brilliant
urinary tract tonic, combine with a handful of fresh
blackberries to give a Vit c boost to stimulate your immune
system if you suffer with regular bouts of infection.
I hope this has given you some food for thought! Happy
foraging!

Mustn’t crumble
I feel before I reveal myself as the Philistine I know myself to
be, that I should provide some context. In the town where I
was born, lived a man who purveyed cheese (apologies to
Messrs Lennon and McCartney). He did so from behind a
marble counter in the food hall of the long gone, and I suspect
not much lamented Littlewoods. In days of yore it wasn’t just
a football pools company, but a sort of downmarket Marks &
Spencer. And the man who purveyed the cheese was an
enthusiast. We shopped there because Littlewoods was cheap,
and partly to get Cheshire Cheese which the supermarkets
simply didn’t sell. And the jolly man who purveyed the cheese
always proffered me a few slithers of that delightfully crumbly
Cheshire.
To crumble or not to crumble?
It has stuck with me ever since. For me Cheshire Cheese is
crumbly, it always will be and in some lingering backroom of
my mind, it will be forever associated with freebies from a
jolly man in Littlewoods. That is just how it is. Except that of
course it isn’t. The upsurge in artisan cheesemakers has seen a
revival in traditional Cheshire Cheese. Apparently there are
now five real producers of real Cheshire Cheese. Except that
this cheese is not how I remember it. Not remotely. In place
of the crumbly, slightly salty, quite white cheese I recall, is
something scarily different.
You see it turns out that Cheshire is the oldest named cheese
to be made in Britain. And the more artisan cheeses are trying
to bring back the traditional taste of Cheshire. To my deeply
prejudiced mind, artisan Cheshire tends to a texture quite
close to cheddar, with a yellower tinge to the cheese and
hardly a crumble at all.
It turns out that the cheese I grew up with and loved is in fact
a downmarket aberration, manufactured for the mass market.
But these days the mass market has moved on too. Tesco
rarely have any in and even in Morrisons, Cheshire Cheese
seems to be more regularly out of stock than in. The German
supermarkets, Lidl and Aldi appear not to have heard of it.
Appleby’s Farmhouse Cheshire make it into quite a few
upmarket stores. It is I am sure a fine traditional product. I
have nothing to say against these fine producers of artisan
cheeses. I wish them every success. But, true to tradition as
their product may be, it
is not the Cheshire
Cheese that I love. It
doesn’t have that
crumble… Or that white
salty certain something…
I don’t know how else to
put it.
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It’s a miserable wet day at the end of
August, and while I am in a more fortunate
position than many, living in a nice house
with a nice garden in a nice village in the
nice county of Somerset, I am getting
properly grumpy with COVID 19
restrictions that I am willing to adhere to,
and not getting out much. So instead of a
gentle piece about the joys of gardening, I
will treat myself to a rant. Line the food
bin with the page when you’ve finished
reading it.
Reflecting over a soothing cup of tea, it is
not really about the summer weather or
COVID 19. What is really grinding my
gears is the amount of virtue signalling
going on now. I am getting caught up in it
too. I am now sourdough-starter boasting
on Facebook and showing off pictures of
my home-grown-cucumber pickle jars. I
could just pop over to the shop for a loaf of bread and a jar
of Branston like a normal person.
Gardening is not the automatic occupation it once was. It was
enough to keep the garden just tidy enough for the
neighbours not to peer through the letterbox to see if you
had died, grow some pretty flowers and a few veggies, and
have a haphazardly mown lawn to sprawl on when a sunny
day and a spare afternoon
coincided.
Now it is more competitive, and
you must be sustainable and eco-
friendly and mention it
frequently, ideally on Instagram.
Grow vegetables - of course you
must, for we are living in Hard
Times and home grown veg are
so much higher in nutrients for
little Tarquin and Jocasta, who
would rather have a packet of
Monster Munch. Garden
organically of course, no spraying
with chemicals, making your own
compost, with your crops
inadequately swathed in old net curtains to keep the
butterflies off the cabbages. This approach will not stop you
having a patio of expensive imported Italian porcelain or
Indian sandstone. Don’t start me on the subject of fake plastic
lawns…
Not enough!
Organic gardening is no longer enough for your social media
profile– you must now be veganic and not use animal manure

on your garden. Horses poop at least 6 times a day and really
don’t mind if you use it. Your compost bin is inadequate, you
must get a Bokashi bin or a wormery or some expensive
device for precision compost making. A well grown bug free
cabbage is a fine boast, but you may be trumped by kohl rabi
and kale. If you are hardcore, you will build a straw bale
dunny on your allotment and supply your own manure. This

is quite safe, but a step too far
for me…and you won’t see a
photo of me peeing into the
allotment bucket on
Facebook, you will be relieved
to hear.
You did remember to leave a
few nettles for the hoverflies
and sow wildflowers for the
bees? Not quite worthy
enough, you had better evict
all your double flowers and
replace them with single ones,
for bees cannot find their way
into many double flowers.
Double trouble

There are plenty of double standards to enjoy. People adore
wildflower planting on roundabouts and verges in spring and
summer, but chunter about how tatty it looks by August.
Nigel Dunnett, a god of naturalistic gardens, developed
Pictorial Meadow seed mixed with foreign species like
cosmos to extend the season into September. While this is
very pretty, and cheaper than traditional bedding schemes, it
needs seeding every year and to prepare the ground in spring,
you may need to spray the overwintered weeds, AKA
wildflowers, with glyphosate before seeding again, which is
hardly eco-friendly and sustainable.
Sensory gardens are all the rage, gardens to sooth the
troubled soul. I would argue that all good gardens are
sensory, with peace and privacy, the sound of wind in the
trees and birdsong, the scent of flowers and herbs, the touch
of textures of foliage. Seldom do they include thorns and
spikes for H&S reasons, but pain is also a sense. I am just in
the mood to design a pain garden with nettles, pyracantha,
Rosa pteracantha, hornet nests and agaves. I am sure I will
cheer up now summer gives way to autumn and the asters
and rudbeckias bloom.
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Autumn already? by Jane Earthy
September marks the meteorological start of autumn and
although many garden plants are heading towards dormancy,
there are plenty of
others that are now at
their very best.  Of
course, trees and
shrubs may change
colour dramatically
with cooler
temperatures, but I
have chosen a few of
my favourite autumn
flowering perennials
that will reward you
with spectacular
colour right now.
Surprisingly perhaps,
none are the usual
orange-red hues of
autumn!
The first is a popular
choice; Asters (Now
known botanically as
Symphyotrichum) or
Michaelmas Daisies flower now and well into October and
give height and fullness to borders.  Their starry flowers are
often found in shades of blue or pink.  Aster ‘Cotswold Gem’
is a compact variety suitable for the smaller garden and has
pretty lavender coloured blooms.    Agastache ‘Blue Boa’ has
spires of vivid purple flowers along with aromatic bright green
foliage and although it wouldn’t stand a hard winter in the UK,
it’s a powerful magnet for butterflies and bees looking for

nectar.  Both of these plants would
partner brilliantly with another plant
popular with pollinators - Sedum (now
Hylotelephium), perhaps ‘Carl’ which
grows to 60cm and had pretty pink
flowers.
One of the best white autumn flowering
plants is Japanese Anemone ‘Honorine
Jobert’.  Saucer like blooms move softy in
a breeze, atop wiry stems that don’t need
staking.  Pair this with Penstemon ‘Garnet’
(rich ruby colour) or Salvia ‘Amistad’
which is a deep purple for a striking
combination.
Enjoy your garden this autumn!
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National Garden Scheme
Garden of the month: The Walled Gardens

Of Cannington
Description: The Walled Gardens of Cannington lie within
the grounds of a medieval Priory, and many of its fine
buildings, including the walls of the gardens, remain. Having
undergone extensive redevelopment over the last few years,
the gardens now have classic and contemporary features such
as; the ‘hot’ herbaceous border; the blue garden; a sub-
tropical walk; and a Victorian style fernery, plus a National
Collection of Deschampsia and Santolina.
Within the Gardens
can also be found the
botanical glasshouse,
where arid, sub-
tropical and tropical
plants can be seen,
also that includes an
aquaponics system.
Two smaller gardens
within the walls, The
Bishop’s and
Southern Hemisphere
Gardens, are areas of real tranquillity.
The Gardens form part of Bridgwater College Cannington
Centre and as well as ensuring the continuation of a garden on
this historic site, provide a dynamic learning environment for
students as well as an area of real beauty and interest for
visitors.
The Gardens are a gem waiting to be discovered!
Disability information: Gravel paths. A motorised
scooter can be borrowed free of charge (only one
available).
NGS opening details: Sat 19, Sun 20 Sept, from 10:00am to
5:00 pm.
Admission: £5.00, child free
Contact Information: Bridgwater College,
Telephone: 01278 655042, Email:
walledgardens@bridgwater.ac.uk,
Website: canningtonwalledgardens.co.uk
Address and Postcode: Church Street, Cannington TA5
2HA.
Directions: 3m NW of Bridgwater. On A39 Bridgwater-
Minehead rd - at 1st r'about in Cannington 2nd exit, through
village. War memorial, 1st L into Church Street then 1st L.
Entry to all Gardens Open for the NGS during Covid19
Entry to all NGS gardens is by pre-booked ticket only, these
are obtained through the website: https://www.ngs.org.uk,
where they may be purchased. Confirmation of purchase is by
email, together with a printable slip.

My Somerset Home
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Sodoku for this month

It might be the last thing on your mind
at the moment but if you are starting to
get the feeling it’s time for a new car
you might have timed it perfectly. I
know it’s been far too easy to lose
track of the days this year but
September is upon us and that means
new 70-Plate registrations.
Under normal circumstances dealers
would be rubbing their hands with glee
right now. For obvious reasons largely
to do with 2020 being anything but
normal there’s a lot less hand rubbing
going on. New car sales are way down
on where they would normally be,
companies have been holding off

replacing fleet vehicles, and production
has dropped right across the
automotive industry.
fortunately for the dealers they still
need to have cars parked outside the
showroom and that means a lot of this
year’s car registrations have actually
been the dealers “buying” their own
stock for use as demonstrators. Now
those nearly new cars are sitting in the
way of the brand new 70-Plate cars and
they’ve just got to go. Tough times for
dealers, who are facing the biggest

decline in new car sales for
decades, good times for motorists
who are snapping up bargains as
dealers clear the decks for the
new stock.
Gigantic savings on nearly-new
2020-registered cars are already
putting pressure on new car sales
targets for next month’s
registration plate change.
Online car supermarkets are
reporting savings of up to 42%
compared with list price for 2020
cars, quite often those cars have
barely moved since they were first
registered.
Discounts galore
Fancy 35% off a 2020 Volkswagen
Passat with just 15 miles on the
clock?  You can currently pick one
up for just £20,291 compared
with a list price of £31,300. That’s a
saving of more than £11,000, or to put
it another way, each one of those 15
miles on the clock will have kept £730
in somebody’s pocket.
Bargains can also be bagged on more
luxurious models, such as the Audi A8
and Jaguar XJ, where some of the
biggest savings are currently available.
One Audi A8, with 1,000 miles on the
clock, is available for £46,400 compared
to a list price of £78,820 - a huge saving
of 41%. A Jaguar XJ, with 697 miles,
meanwhile, is offered with a 42% saving,
making the 2020 car just £42,300
compared with a list price of £72,985 -
a discount of £30,685.
If you want something really interesting
you could even pick up a spaceship-
inspired BMW i8 with supercar looks
and hybrid running
costs. A £127k car
with 99 miles on
the clock can be
yours for just

£80k. Yes, of course it’s still a huge
amount of money but it proves these
enormous bargains are there no matter
what car you’re looking for. You could
even travel in luxury in a Mercedes S-
Class or a BMW 7-Series and save
yourself around £25k at the same time.
Or get everywhere 10 minutes before
you left in a stonkingly quick BMW M4
Competition with 300 miles on the
clock and £18k off the price tag.
Day to day
At the less luxurious end of the scale
where most of us live there are still big
savings to be found on some small
runabouts. You can have a Peugeot 108
with more than a third off the list price
and just 1,768 miles on the clock. An
even lower mileage bargain Citroen C1
with only 10 miles on the clock is on

Behind the Wheel by David Young
The perfect time for a new car

Motoring
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Advertisers and our papers
Whilst every care is taken to ensure accuracy, neither our papers
nor their publishers can accept liability for loss, damage or omission
caused by error in the printing of an advert.
All artwork is accepted on the strict condition that permission has
been given for its use in this publication. Adverts are accepted on
the strict understanding that descriptions of goods and services are
both fair and accurate.
The Leveller® accepts adverts in good faith and cannot be held
liable for miss-selling or inaccurate descriptions made by our
advertisers.

July Sodoku answer

Quiz Question Quandary ??????????
Your question for this month: You have probably heard of the Crimean War. France and
Britain taking on Russia in the Black Sea. Yes? Florence Nightingale, certainly! But which
other European country did the British and French try and invade as part of the war with
Russia?

Last month we asked you: What is the common connection between the Russian cities of
Yekaterinburg, Petrograd and Volgograd
The answer was: all had their name changed in the Soviet era to honour heroes of the
Revolution. They became respectively Sverdlovsk, Leningrad and Stalingrad. Petrograd was
named after Tsar Peter the Great and Yekatarinburg after his daughter who succeeded
him. Yekatarinburg was also the city where the Tsar Nicholas II and his family were
executed by the Soviets. Incidentally Sverdlov, the man whose name the city later took,
gave the instructions to execute the Tsar. However he did not long survive him, dying in
the Spanish Flu epidemic of 1919.

Motoring

ale at £9,522 - a 35% saving of £5,238 on the new price of £14,760. You could pick up a Vauxhall Astra with £10k off, a Peugeot
308 with £9k off, a Nissan X-Trail with £9k off, the list goes on and on.
It seems the online car supermarkets have noticed motorists are less concerned than ever before about having the very latest
registration plate on the drive and a current year car is more than good enough for many people. The impressive array of
savings on many low mileage cars registered this year is bound to put even more pressure on September’s new plate launch,
which is always the last big push of the year for dealers and manufacturers. No doubt they’ll fight back with big discounts of
their own on the new registration plates to try and draw customers back in as the industry fights to recover from its worst
year in living memory, due to the Coronavirus crisis.
Not that you need to concern yourself with that. At the end of the day there’s only one thing that actually matters. If you do go

out and buy yourself a car this month you could decide to go
for a brand new registration or a low mileage nearly new
model. The choice is yours but regardless of that the one thing
you will find is that you’re going to be needing a bit less cash
than you might think.
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With airports and airlines under major
limitations due to the Covid-19 virus,
travelling and booking holidays has
become a complicated affair. This has
led to many people resorting to UK
based holidays rather than venturing
abroad.
Should you decide to book a future
holiday overseas, then I would
recommend that at this current time
you order this through a reliable travel
agent and also take out a well-
researched travel insurance such as
those offered by Trailfinders. I have
often travelled with this company which
is currently offering a very
comprehensive insurance taking into
account the Covid-19 pandemic. Should
you decide to book your own hotel and
flights, then you could have a major
problem if the airline or hotel run into
financial difficulty. Booking through a
reliable agent reduces this as you
should be covered by the ATOL and
ABTA guarantees. They will be able to
reassure you that  if hotel bookings be
cancelled or flights changed, then you
will be covered and looked after by
their agents. You may also find that the
times and arrangements on board
ferries may also change.
Check if you are travelling with any
overseas operators such as Brittany
Ferries for particular regulations and be
prepared for the wearing of masks on
any form of public transport. Make sure
that you have found out when and
where you will need to wear a face
mask as regulations and social
distancing guidance may vary depending
on your destination. .
If travelling via an airport, there will be
major changes and you need to build in
extra time for health checks and longer
queues. Currently many of the airport
shops are closed and airport lounges
(check online for latest details) are
shut. Also if you are going to be using
public transport check before booking.
From July 1st only 50% have seats
available on National Coaches and
currently there are severe restrictions

on the number of train seats. Buses also
have a restricted capacity. Recently I
used the park and ride bus service in
Bath which was
extremely limited.
However, travelling
mid-week in the
middle of the day
there were no
problems.
Unfortunately the
situation was very
different in the
popular local seaside
of West Bay and
nearby Bridport
where the bus
company were using
only single deckers in
the middle of the day
on their X53 route.
This meant that the buses were turning
up on a regular basis displaying a sign
saying that they were totally full. With a
timetable that in some cases meant a
wait of up to two hours between

services this was not acceptable.
Personally I cannot understand why
they couldn’t have run double deckers
as they still only require one driver.
 The morale of this tale is to do your
homework and research before
travelling, otherwise you could get
caught out. Also if journeying abroad,
check the travel guidance in the
country and follow the check-list
because you may find yourself in
quarantine for two weeks. Goodbye
Holiday!
Whilst Covid-19 regulations have

curtained much of our travel
overseas, it is also important to
consider the implications of Brexit
and in particular the validity of your
passport. If you are visiting any
popular destinations in Europe after
January 1st 2021 you must have six
months validity on your passport. If
not, then there could be major
problems so check it now.
 Also be aware that from the end of
this year our agreements with the

rest of Europe are in most cases
changing. For example your E111 card
will no longer be valid from the end of

2020 and so you will need a separate
travel insurance. Likewise if you decide
to take your car overseas, you will
need to obtain a green card to show
that your vehicle is insured for use in
the countries you will be visiting.
On the subject of cruising, at the time
of writing this feature, the government
are advising travellers to avoid this
means of travel. Many of the cruise
ships are currently mothballed in
various ports including Weymouth
which I understand the crews were
being sent home. It is currently costing
companies such as Carnival up to $250
million a month whilst their ships are
out of service. The USA has suspended
all cruise ships until at least September
15th and the current advice from the
UK government states:
‘The Foreign & Commonwealth Office
advises against cruise ship travel at this
time. This is due to the ongoing pandemic
and is based on medical advice from Public
Health England.
The government will continue to review its
cruise ship travel advice based on the
latest medical advice.
If you have future cruise travel plans, you
should speak to your travel operator, or
the travel company you booked with, for
further advice.’
 I am currently due to travel to
Lithuania later in the autumn and so are
following developments over the next
few months. Early next year I am
hoping to fly to Switzerland and then in
June take a cruise to the Western
shores of Ireland, so with the current
situation I definitely have all my fingers
crossed!

Words and pictures are all © Godfrey Hall

Features

Under Covid-19 by Godfrey Hall
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Empty Nest Syndrome by Andre Blacker
At this time of year millions of our birds, some weighing less
than two 50p coins, are embarking on their Autumn
migrations. Whether these are ‘short’ migrations to countries
surrounding the Mediterranean or enormous migrations to
sub-Saharan Africa they all have one factor in common,
danger. By the time some migrants reach their destination
they are exhausted, having lost half their body weight, while
thousands of others never make it, succumbing, as they do, to
exhaustion, starvation, predation and illegal hunting. It may be
risky, but almost one in five bird species worldwide need to
undertake some form of migration.
The exodus of birds on their Autumn migration creates, in
me, feelings of sadness, loss and a little apprehension as the
Swallows, House Martins and Swifts that provided the
backdrop to my summer embark on their epic migrations. It
feels a bit like ‘empty nest syndrome’, that dejected feeling
you get when your kids first leave home.  Unfortunately, it
turns out that I am right to fret, at least, about their
wellbeing. Recent studies show that our migratory bird
species are declining considerably faster than those of our
non-migratory resident species. For example, since the 1980s
our resident birds have decreased by about 45% (which every
right-minded person should find appalling) while those that
must migrate, birds that include our Cuckoos, Nightingales
and Spotted Flycatchers have declined by 73%. One of the
most dramatic declines in any migratory species is that of the

Turtle Dove which has
declined by 88% nationally
since 1995 and now, tragically
no longer breeds in
Somerset.
To understand the super
‘human’ effort involved in bird
migration, and possibly why
migratory species are
declining, it may be worth
taking a closer look at the
journey undertaken by the
young Swallows that fledged
this June and July from nests
in garages, out houses and
barns in my village on the
Somerset Levels. On their
way south the first real
obstacle they face is the
English Channel which they
cross before travelling
through western France, next
they must cross the Pyrenees
then travel the length of
eastern Spain before crossing

the Mediterranean into Morocco. From Morocco they can
either cross the Sahara in one non-stop flight or follow the
coast of Mauritania before flying the length of Africa. After

crossing the
Kalahari in Namibia,
they are just a short
flight from their
wintering grounds
near Cape Town,
South Africa.
To state the
obvious, conserving
our migrating

species requires a multinational effort along their entire
migration route, not just their breeding and wintering
grounds. Just one broken link in the chain caused by the loss
of an important stop over site or an expanding desert or
chronic illegal hunting and we lose an iconic species like the
Turtle Dove.
Sadly, as I finish writing the article, I have discovered that The
French Environment Minister, Barbra Pompili, has just given
permission for hunters in her country to shoot 17,460 of the
dwindling population of Turtle Doves, this despite France
being party to the Convention on Migratory Species since
1990.

Andre Blacker is a local ecologist contactable at
moreliaecology@gmail.com

Features
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Manifesto for walking and cycling
Over sixty councils and community groups in Somerset have
expressed support for a reversal of Somerset County
Council’s (SCC)  prioritisation of car traffic over walking and
cycling. Against the backdrop of some of the most beautiful
countryside in the UK, who would not want to make the most
of walking and cycling. SCC according to the authors of a
“Manifesto for walking and cycling in Somerset.”
Figures obtained via a Freedom of Information request showed
that SCC capital expenditure on new roads was £47 million in
2018-19. Of which just £116,000 was spent on cycle
infrastructure. The authors of the Manifesto accept this was an
extreme example, but in the years 2017-19 for every £1 of
capital expenditure on walking and cycling infrastructure more
than £13 was spent on infrastructure for motor vehicles.
The Manifesto has been pulled together as a cooperative effort
by Bruton Safer Walking and Cycling, Taunton Area Cycling
Campaign and Bridgwater Area Cycling Campaign. The first
draft was sent to all parish and town councils for their
comments and the final ‘consensus’ Manifesto takes on board
much of their feedback. Now the three groups are due to
meet senior councillors and officers at the County Council, to
discuss how the County Council will take this forward.
Since the manifesto was drafted, the Government has
published ‘Gear Change’(2), a new plan for cycling and walking.
It sets out plans for a new body which will assess the
performance of highway authorities in enabling walking and
cycling. James Hood, one of the authors of the Manifesto,
explains “Across Somerset the inboxes of town and parish
councillors remain full of complaints about speeding traffic and
inconsiderate driving and parking. As one parish councillor from
Cranmore put it ‘the major blights on our rural existence are
speeding traffic, dangerous roads and inadequate alternatives to
car’. We are living with the consequences of decades of car-centric
planning of our towns, villages and highways. We can and must do
better. We need to design and build a Somerset in which walking
and cycling are safe and attractive choices. Having declared a
Climate Emergency, and given the new Government guidance and
funding, we look forward to our County Council taking a strong and
active lead.”
This is something The Leveller® would echo. To date our tier
one and tier two authorities have done a lot of talking about
the Climate Emergency. Actual meaningful action is much
harder to find.
Mike Ginger of Taunton Area Cycling Campaign is more
optimistic ”We hope that SCC will now start to design our streets
so that they are safe and attractive to use for people walking and
cycling of all ages and abilities. This would mean the end to big road
junctions with no convenient crossings, excessive guard railing etc”

Computer Corner by Adrian Arnold
Speeding up your computer

First, let me congratulate Andrew Lee and The Leveller on its
10th anniversary. Launched in 2010, it arrived at the same time
as the first Apple iPad was announced; Amazon announced
that it was selling more Kindle books than hardcover books
and Instagram arrived in October 2010.
Secondly, I apologise to those readers who followed up my
suggestion of the Kitchen Stories app. In spite of its great
rating from various foodie magazines it was only after
publication that I realised how American the recipes were.
American and English are two increasingly separate languages.
They drive on parkways and park on driveways. They wouldn’t
recognise a courgette unless you called it a zucchini and they
persistently drop the “h” in herhs. Chateaubriand, filet mignon
and beef tenderloin are all what we call fillet steak. We use
lifts while they rise in elevators having retrieved their luggage
from the trunk which is at the opposite end of the hood –
unless you are talking about the local environment in which
case it is known as the ‘hood’.
But enough of this silly nationalism, one of my pleasures is to
gain a little bit of knowledge every day – trivial or otherwise –
and I found a great one last week. Do you understand the
different shutdown options on your PC – Sleep, Restart and
Shutdown? You may think you do but Microsoft made a few
subtle changes when Windows10 arrived. The Sleep option
remains the same. It simply uses just enough power to keep
the memory active and comes back to life almost instantly but
Restart and Shutdown have changed their actions.  The
Windows10 shutdown closes all programs and files you have
open, but doesn't shut off the Windows kernel – that is, the
core of the operating system. This allows the computer to
open up much faster than previously. However, Restart shuts
everything down including corrupted files, unnecessary and
temporary files which have been replaced by other programs
and finish the installation of many newly installed programs.
The result of all this is that while ‘shutdown’ allows for a faster
opening of the machine, ‘restart’ may take the boot up
somewhat longer but you will be using a leaner, cleaner, faster
machine.
In spite of the progress made over these past ten years of
computer development there are still those who are seriously
missing out. The latest data from the Office for National
Statistics in Great Britain show that in February, 96% of
households had internet access – up from 57% in 2006. That
sounds like a lot, but it means that over one million
households did not have internet access, which also sounds
like a lot to me, and on top of that amongst the 96% will be a
good number who barely have access.
Someone I know has been trying to home school her two
children during the current crisis with lessons emailed from
their school. Undoubtedly, she is part of the 96%, but her only
access to the internet is through an elderly phone. She has no
laptop, printer or broadband connection and so has been
struggling to get much done.
We need to do better in the next ten years.
Website of the month –   If you want to take cleaning and
speeding your computer a stage further, check out
https://tinyurl.com/yytps6ue
App of the month - The Snapseed photo app has been
going for nine years but, for a free photo editing app, there is
still nothing to beat it. There are many other photo apps
designed to correct specific issues but Snapseed covers almost
every problem the amateur iPhone photographer may meet.
If you have any request for future articles or have a computing
problem, feel free to contact me at adrian.vetman@gmail.com

Features

The impact of pesticides
The effects of pesticides on our health depend on the toxicity
of the chemical and the length and magnitude of exposure.
Every human contains pesticides in their fat cells. Pesticides
can secrete into soils and groundwater which can end up in
drinking water, and pesticide spray can drift and pollute the
air. The chemicals can also accumulate in the body over time.
Exposure effects can range from mild skin irritation to birth
defects, tumors, genetic changes, blood and nerve disorders!
Wildlife eat the granules, mistaking them for food. A few
granules of a pesticide can be enough to kill a bird. In the UK,
populations of ten different bird species declined by 10 million
breeding individuals between 1979 and 1999, Some pesticides
come in granular form.

This “short” was written by The Green Room, Glastonbury
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Great Books That Nearly Never
Made It by John Fish

4. The Diary of a Young Girl by Anne Frank
It was described by The Guardian as ‘One of the greatest
books of (last) century’. And yet…. The Diary of a Young Girl
was also known as The Diary of Anne Frank, a Dutch-language
diary by Anne Frank covering her two years (1942-1944) in
hiding from the Nazis during the occupation of the
Netherlands. Anne had received a blank diary as a present
from her father, Otto Frank, on her 13th birthday on 12 June
1942. In early July the family went into hiding in Amsterdam,
soon to be joined by friends of Otto Frank and there they
stayed in the upper room and tried to remain silent. Two
years and one month later they were all discovered and sent
to concentration camps.
Anne Frank was sent to Auschwitz along with her sister
Margot before being transferred to Bergen-Belsen
Concentration Camp where they both died in the early
months of 1945. Anne was just 15. Her father, Otto, was the
only family member to survive the war and on his return to
Amsterdam he found that Anne’s diary had been kept by his
secretary. Otto tried at first to have the dairy published and
was unsuccessful, but in 1946 an article about it was published
in a Dutch newspaper. The diary was then taken up by a
publisher and released in Dutch in 1947.
It would not be until 1950 that the diary would go on to be
published in Germany and France before being published in
the UK in 1952 – but, even then, only after being rejected by
some UK publishers. Incredibly it did not sell well and was out
of print the following year. It was published in the United
States in the same year with Eleanor Roosevelt writing the
introduction. In Japan it sold over 100,000 copies. Since the
1959 film The Diary of Anne Frank the book became more

widely available and also in schools
on both sides of the Atlantic and
new generations were introduced
to Anne Frank’s diary.
The Diary of a Young Girl then
became a stage play, winning the
Pulitzer Prize in 1955. The Diary
has inspired a number of feature
films and Televsision productions
as well. Anne Frank’s legacy
through her diary lives on to this
day.
The Last Word Book Review.
@TheLastWord1962

DO Try This at Home!
Have the summer holidays dragged on for an eternity (well
what’s nearly 6 months between friends?)? Were you running
out of ideas and patience. Well The Children's World charity
in Glastonbury may have some inspiration for you. Last month
they launched 'DO Try This at Home!' - an ongoing pop-up
programme of LIVE workshops and performances, designed to
inspire creative and educational activities that can also be done
at home.
Based at Paddington Farm, Glastonbury the weekly workshops
are available for families in Somerset at a cost of only £2 per
household. To comply with social distancing, and look after
our community, places for each workshop are strictly
limited to only 5 households at a time and must be booked in
advance.
To give you a flavour of what is involved here, they’ve already
had workshops on poetry with Chris Redmond, balloon
science with Ballonatic, juggling with Higher Beings and our
famous juggling Trustee, Haggis McLeod, and a brilliant Mojo
Moves session with Rare Species.
Charity Director Kristen Lindop tells us that “thanks to
further funding from Somerset Skills & Learning and the
Somerset Community Foundation, there's a lot more fun
more to come, including magic, storytelling, hooping
and puppetry!"
In fact we understand the workshops have got funding to run
right through until March 2021 with a short break in
December.
For up to date information on the weekly workshops and how
to book follow the Children's World Facebook Page or
contact us at Children's World
at info@childrensworldcharity.org / 07449 825750 to be
added to our 'DO Try This at Home!' mailing list.

Author talks at The Brewhouse.
By the time you read this the first of a pair of exciting author
talks will have taken place at Taunton’s Brewhouse Theatre
and Arts Centre. Produced in association with Brendon
Books, the first talk, was by the well-known natural history
writer and TV producer Stephen Moss. Stephen was talking
about his book The Accidental Countryside.
But having missed that one don’t despair as the next one is
just around the corner. On Tuesday 22 September at 6.30pm,
is a talk with leading psychotherapist Julia Samuel MBE.
Following publication of her book, This Too Shall Pass, Julia
draws on hours of conversations with her patients to show
how we can learn to adapt and thrive during our most difficult
and transformative experiences.
It is great to see the Brewhouse back in action. They are
operating a socially-distanced seating plan and front of house
policy for the event. For more information of their safety
measures please, visit their website on
https://www.thebrewhouse.net/whats-changed/
Tickets are £9.50 from Brendon Books can order the book
for you in advance and arrange for it to be signed by the
author. You can then collect the book on the night or after
the event from Brendon Books, Bath Place, Taunton TA1 4ER,
phone 01823 337742 or online at www.brendonbooks.co.uk
Sad to say that Brendon Books are also organisers of the
Taunton Literary Festival which usually takes place in
November. In normal years we’d be telling you all about it in
this edition. This of course is not a normal year. It would  have
been the tenth Taunton Literary Festival. It is now planned to
take place in the Spring of 2021.

Culture and events
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Still Life
We are not exactly back in a world of regular events and a full cultural diary. But slowly the odd item is starting to creep back
out into the daylight. The Somerset cultural scene is starting to show signs of coming back to life.
A new set of work goes on show at Close House, Hatch Beauchamp. The work can be viewed online but it is also possible to
arrange viewings by appointment, in the flesh as it were.
Opening times and contact details can all be found on the website closeltd.com/
The exhibition Still Life, starts on 19 September and runs through to 4th October. The title alludes to the work of the featured
artists all pieces created during lockdown.
Katherine Perrins explores the understated quiet of domestic life. Bringing up children and spending time within the confines of
the home she follows in the thematic footsteps of the 17th century Dutch masters. Depicting the everyday and focusing on
ordinary objects with attention to details and light and shade.
Magnus Hammick and Paul Newman collaborated on a performance project centred on the art of depicting the landscape.
Hammick through immersive oil paintings, Newman by journeying into remote terrain, making detailed observational drawings
of pencil on paper. For this exhibition a makeshift studio will
be set up for Newman by Hammick. Large scale drawings of
two oak trees within the grounds of Close House have been
agreed as the main subject for this experimental event.
The two artists will also show work made whilst in isolation,
illustrating these months of Still Life as we have all
experienced it.
More information from: info@closeltd.com Close Limited is at Close

House, Hatch Beauchamp, Somerset, TA3 6AE

Find your voice
We don’t as a rule promote things that are to be aired in rival
publications, but this month we’re making an exception. And
we have a certain affection for BBC Somerset anyway. TYCA
the Taunton based arts festival funded and organised by Arts
Taunton have created a spoken word project for this eerie
post lockdown world. A twilight zone in which interaction is
only partially possible. But one in which the opportunities for
creativity are still there is you know where to look for them.
Four plus one
There are four video tutorials to take you through the
project. The workshops are free and you can access them
whenever you like.
You can find them at
https://tycafestival.co.uk/programme/spoken-word-video-
workshop
Then the final one is a guide for you to submit your own
creation. The Spoken Word is powerful and these videos will
help you to find your own voice. If you are aged between 10
and 25, you can send in your Spoken Word creation to us and
get a chance to be aired on BBC Radio Somerset in
September!

Somerset Diary/Culture and events

Our
Community

(you can find The Leveller
in all these places)

Somerset Cultural Diary
Well another month has gone by and I don’t
need to remind you that nothing much has
changed in the arts scene.
Only this time there are some green shoots.
Glance through our culture section and you’ll
see some  light at the end of the tunnel.
For now we are still offering you a cultural
section which hopefully will offer some ideas
that may act as boredom relief while we wait
for things to return to normal.
But events are returning - take a look and see
what is coming soon!
Once again we wish all our readers good
health, stay safe and follow government
advice. We will be back with a diary as soon
as we have something to put in it!
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In The Leveller® last month I asked what
changes might need to happen for the
creative arts to meet their potential in
Somerset. The cultural picture in the
county is sparse and uneven; while
talent abounds, equality of opportunity
does not. Lack of opportunity corrodes
aspiration and silences the challenging
voices that need to be heard. In turn,
communities become impoverished
through lack of diversity and robust
public debate. All this at a time when
we surely should be encouraging our
most innovative minds to use their
talents to address the multiple pressing
issues of our time, from climate change
to mental health.
The importance of art
This lack of joined up thinking is not a
new problem. A few weeks after the
county council announced the
withdrawal of all arts funding in 2010 a
senior elected member among those
directly responsible for the decision
confided to me that for him “the arts
are what makes life worth living”. He was
articulating a seemingly eternal
contradiction. We love what the arts
bring us, but we are too often reluctant
to risk taking them seriously enough to

prioritise investment. So, what needs to
change?
A new report from the UK Creative
Industries Federation “imagines a
world where creativity is placed at
the heart of our culture” and raises a
number of key questions to precipitate
change. Should we not be doing more
to call out the Department for
Education on their downgrading of the
creative arts in the curriculum? How
can we do a better job of connecting
young people, graduates and trainees
with creative employers and mentors?
Why not re-imagine apprenticeships on
a modular basis with consortium-based
delivery? Why stick with a rigid model
when a 12-month apprenticeship with a
single employer is often not feasible or
appropriate? What more can be done
to support creative entrepreneurs and
social enterprises? Why does the UK
not adopt (if only temporarily) the
international definition of R&D and
trigger related tax credits? Why is
there still no long-
term national
strategy for creative
and cultural
investment? There

are many other questions.
Noting that there are significant
differences in how ‘arts’ and ‘culture’
are defined, understood and valued,
Arts Council England’s Let’s Create
document advocates changes in
approach. SW Area Director Phil
Gibby is “keen to learn more about the
future cultural ambitions of partners in
Somerset, whether that be with local
authorities, health and education sectors,
the Heart of the South West Local
Enterprise Partnership (LEP), as well as
from the wider creative industries and
potential donors.”
With an appetite for change in the air,
this has to be the time for working
together. But it can’t just be the voices
of artists and creative organisations
that are heard. We need to hear from
everyone who recognises the key role
the creative arts have to play in
rewriting the narrative and telling the
stories that will shape our culture for
the future. First step? Submit your
question to the LEP AGM on 16
September. All welcome.
Registration:
https://www.bigmarker.com/exeter-
science-park/HotSW-LEP-AGM

What is art worth? by Phil Shepherd
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Songs of praise by the editor
Andrew Ziminski is a stonemason. So I imagine a man who is
himself gritty, chiselled and weather beaten from the years of
his craft. A man of few words, a master craftsman who takes
pleasure in his art. Some of which is right. But, behind the
cliché, there is a very different person. That other Andrew
Ziminski is revealed in his book The Stonemason A History Of
Building Britain. It is not so much a book as a song in praise of
his craft and the Wessex countryside in which he has
practised it. The account is lyrical as much as it is factual and it
quickly grips the reader. To call this a work of non fiction may
be strictly true, but it sells the book short.
The simple facts are these. Mr Ziminski has been a
stonemason working around Frome and across the Mendips
and Levels for the past 30 years. His book was launched at
Hunting Raven bookshop in Frome with the help of the Mayor
of Frome just before lockdown. As he tells me “So bad timing
there. But in spite of that I’m pleased to say it has been selling
really well”. Unsurprising perhaps as he has garnered reviews
from The Times, Daily Mail, The Telegraph, Literary Review and
London Evening Standard.
Tales carved from stone
There are stories of churches at Chedzoy (with bullets in the
mortar), Kilmersdon and Hinton St George, the floods of
2014 and the quarries of
Blue Lias and Hamstone. He
describes lying at peace in
the West Kennet Long
Barrow examining the work
of predecessors from 5,000
years ago. On a job at Wells
he tells how “When the bells
of the cathedral started a slow
toll, echoing off the secular
medieval buildings that
bordered the other three sides
of the cathedral green, I
understood that this place had been designed not only with
architecture but music in mind. Here the two worked in harmony
with their surroundings to flavour the city. No busker in Penniless
Porch could hope to compete with the biggest peal of bells in the
country, once it started its slow mathematical build-up.”

Behind the paean to his art is
a deep grasp of the
technicalities, but crafted for
the understanding of the
layman. We can be at one
moment in the company of
Abbe Suger and the creation
of Gothic architecture at the
Cathedral of St Denis, at
another at Ham Hill quarry
looking at stone in “beds that
are riven with seams of rusty
iron and brown clay that grow
tired with age…”.
I was not surprised to learn
that TV companies are
already taking an interest.
Andrew’s book is published
by John Murray and is
available from all good

bookshops and the websites of good UK book sellers. If you
can possibly avoid buying it from Amazon, please do.
ISBN-13: 978-1473663930 336 pages Price £20
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Next best thing
There won’t be a Bridgwater Carnival this year. The prospect of
thousands of people gathered in close proximity in the centre of
Bridgwater was never going to be a goer in an era of COVID 19.  But
that is not to say the spirit of the Carnival is dead. Bridgwater Guy
Fawkes Carnival Committee is pressing ahead with their popular annual
outreach education projects programme.
Sarah Humphrey is their Entertainment Officer and Schools Liaison
Officer and she has plans: “We are pleased to announce we are still able to
offer a variety of carnival projects designed for the local education sector,
which children of all ages can safely get involved with. These include
decorating giant fibre glass masks, designing and building model carnival
carts, and writing a short story or poem, and we would love to hear from
local schools and nurseries who would be interested in taking part”.
If the carnival is off, the activities are very much on. The Committee
have chosen a theme for the Not Carnival and it is simply and
appropriately “Thank You”. A sentiment expressed in recognition and
honour of the key workers who continue to work tirelessly for all of
us throughout the COVID-19 pandemic.
Last year 1,500 local students took part in Carnival outreach activities.
And with so many events cancelled because of the pandemic, hopefully
many more will be attracted this year. Sarah told us “I am really looking
forward to seeing what ideas the children have for this year’s theme,
which reflects the feelings of the entire country and is something which
is close to everybody’s hearts.”
To express an interest in taking part in this year’s carnival projects or
to find out more, schools should contact Sarah Humphrey at
entertainment@bridgwatercarnival.org.uk.

Hunting the Last Great Pirate is the
first book by Michael E.A.Ford
(pictured). Mr Ford lives in Queen
Camel and his book has been taken up
by publisher Pen and Sword. The book
actually started out as an exercise in
family history. That in turn led Mr Ford
to the unexpected discovery that one
of his ancestors, James Bentley had
started a shipping line. One of the ships
was the Morning Star. Once he read
more about the story of the ship he
became fascinated and the narrative
took on a life of its own.
To say this is a book about piracy will
probably give you the wrong
impression. No eye patches, parrots or

even actors trying to re-imagine
themselves as a 60s rock guitarist.
The book is a serious examination of all
the worst aspects of human life.
Colonialism, plunder certainly but also
cover ups and fake news.
Mr Ford traces the journey of the
Morning Star in 1826/27 as she sails
back to England from Ceylon (Sri
Lanka) laden with the treasure
plundered from a deposed local
monarch and a bunch of wounded
soldiers from the Colonial Service.
Abandoned by her convoy the ship was
set upon by pirates and left to sink. Yet
this is a story of determination and the
strength of the
human spirit. The

crew and
ship survive,
the pirates
hunted
down and
brought to
justice.
This is a
work of non
fiction and is
peppered
with
morsels along the way giving historical
context and expanding the (well this
one anyway) reader’s knowledge as the
voyage progresses. But for anyone in

Leveller® Towers, the real
coup de grace is the
account how both the
British and Spanish
governments and certain
individuals of substance
managed and manipulated
the story putting their
own commercial interests
ahead of natural justice
and some form or other
of the truth.
Hunting The Last great
Pirate is by Michael Ford
ISBN 978-1526769305
Available via all good
bookshops. £25 Please avoid
buying from Amazon if at all
possible.

Last Pirate - First Book
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Make a date with a book
Next month there may not be a huge number of cultural
activities around, but there is another “Day”. I don’t know
about you but I get a bit fed up of each day of the year being a
named “Day” for something. Often something silly or pointless
interspersed with the more serious stuff.
So let’s hear it for 3 October. Now proudly nominated as
BookshopDay and I can’t think of a better cause. Find your
local bookshop, go and have a browse and make a promise to
buy at least one book while you are there. Here’s three good
reasons why:
1. Bookshops need your support like never before. Faced
with unfair (it is unfair when they pay all taxes, and their
competitors only pay a few) online competition, they need
you to get in there and buy the books there. Don’t just
browse and then buy it on Amazon.
2. The knowledge, wisdom and cultural rapport that
bookshops dispense would be a terrible loss to our towns and
cities. It is not just the larger stores with coffee and classical
music to add mood to your browsing. But think of all those
author evenings, literary festivals. The knowledgeable staff
who can guide you to books you might like, introduce you to
rare and lesser known items. and the opportunity to discuss
books you haven’t yet read with someone who has.
3. Whilst the number of books published seems to rise each
year, happily so too does the quality. But there are just too
many to navigate. Bookshops are great arbiters of taste and
quality. That’s what comes of having knowledgeable staff. To
guide you through the maze. You can’t read them all….

Open-Up
Hestercombe Gallery is joining a list of art institutions making
the most of the creative interlude of the Covid-19 pandemic.
This year should have been a major year for Hestercombe
celebrating the 300th anniversary of the birth of the creator of
the house and landscape gardens.
Inevitably those celebrations have been muted and subdued by
events. Nevertheless in July a new stone work, Jackdaw Line
by artist Richard Long was “opened” in the Georgian
Landscape Garden. This work will now form the flagship
commission of a new outdoor series, entitled Open-Up. It
features eight artists Richard Long, Sarah Bennett, Megan
Calver with Gabrielle Hoad, Jon England, Jo Lathwood,
Philippa Lawrence and Lucy Soni. Each has intimate knowledge
of Hestercombe, several of them have responded to the
landscapes on the estate in the past.
The works, distributed across all three of the period gardens
at Hestercombe and beyond, range from subtle interventions
involving copper plant tags, pigeon rings and galvanised nails,
to bold stacked colours, giant bunting and orchard ladders.
At a time when many UK galleries remain closed
Hestercombe have taken advantage of their gardens to create
a safe space to enjoy some ground breaking artworks. They
not only respond to the gardens, but reflect on the
unprecedented times faced by a global society, with a virus at
its root.
Open-Up can be seen at Hestercombe from Wednesday to
Sunday each week, 10am – 6pm (last entry 3.30pm). At the
time of publication, all visits must be pre-booked online by
5pm on the day before you wish to travel, via
hestercombe.com
Open-Up event listing: hestercombe.com/event/open-up-
outdoor-gallery-exhibition/
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YouTube Concerts in the West
What to do when your concert venues are closed down. Many
of the highly talented young musicians promoted by Concerts in
the West are finding it increasingly difficult to earn a crust. It is a
crying shame to see a whole generation of classical musicians
unable to practise their craft because of the pandemic.
To do something rather than nothing, Concerts in the West are
producing a series of concerts which are recorded and then put
up on YouTube. They have their own YouTube channel
“Concerts in the West – Online”. It is something and at least
gives an outlet for musicians whose talents would otherwise
pass unappreciated. Recent performances include Mariela
Shaker (violin) & Riyad Nicolas (piano - pictured below) on 27
August playing Schubert, Mozart and Chopin or there was Colin
Schobie (violin), Jonathan Fournel (piano) Manuel Vioque-Judde
(viola), Zéphyrin Rey-Bellet (cello) playing a program of
Dohnányi and Chausson on 2 September. All in all there will be
18 concerts running from 20 August until 22 October. They will

transmit at 6.15pm (UK
time). They will be
available for one month
from the date of
transmission so you can
watch them as many
times as you like.
The downside: the
performances lack an
audience. Especially the
unique, intimate
atmosphere of the

venues Concerts in the West have become so good at selecting.
The upside: they are there to listen long after they have been
performed.
But Concerts in the West have a serious appeal to make.
Ordinarily these would be concerts in front of a fully ticketed
audience. For now these young musicians depend more or less
on charity for their performances. By all means listen to the
concerts but they would like to ask you to consider making a
donation. They tell us “There are 18 concerts and 53 performers.
As a guide we respectfully suggest that you consider subscribing on
the basis of: 18 concerts = £100, 9 concerts = £60, 6 concerts =
£40.” If you would like to donate you can do so by transferring
directly into the Concerts in the West bank account - please
contact them by email if you would like to do this
concertsinthewest@gmail.com.
You can also give a donation by cheque, to be made out to
Concerts in the West and sent to 8 Morgans Rise, Bishops Hull,
Taunton, Somerset, TA1 5HW.

Please help Glastonbury Abbey
by Daniel Gibson

Even before lockdown the Covid-19 pandemic had started to
impact on Glastonbury Abbey. International tour groups and
schools cancelled visits which had been booked months in
advance. This meant that by the time lockdown occurred, at
the end of the 2019-20 winter season, we were already having
to make significant adjustments to minimise the losses
incurred.
Glastonbury Abbey is an entirely independent charity, which
receives no regular external funding from elsewhere.  95% of
our income is generated from visitors and associated trading.
This year has had a devastating effect, having received only a
small proportion of our usual income. We urgently need
support to recover, particularly as we now enter the quieter
winter months.
We know how hard these months
have been on everyone. The abbey is
not just a heritage site. As well as
being a place of spiritual and religious
importance for so many, its 36 acres
of grounds provide a large open space
for people to escape to, relax and
enjoy themselves. It’s important at
the best of times that people can
have a place to enjoy nature, but in these times of social
distancing and having been cooped up for so long it is even
more essential. Located in the heart of Somerset, it holds an
important role in providing a safe place for people of all ages
to visit when they need a break as much as anything else.
We have just launched our Glastonbury Abbey Recovery
Appeal, with the ambitious target of £200,000, and any help
which you are able to provide is gratefully received. Please
donate via our website, or in person when you visit.
Alternatively contact our Development Manager, Daniel
Gibson on Daniel.gibson@glastonburyabbey.com. On behalf of
everyone at the abbey, we thank you for your support.

Welcome Return
This month marks the welcome return of the Ilminster Arts
Centre. After nearly 6 months of closure and a loss of
revenue that goes with that, it was with some considerable
relief that we saw the doors reopen. Obviously live events are
a bit of a non-starter for the moment, but at least there has
been the opportunity to keep going with new art exhibitions
in the gallery.
Starting on 22 September they will be featuring the work of
Vickie Gillow and Vanessa Worrall. The exhibition is titled
“See the Same Sky”. The two artists are painters from
Cornwall & Devon, influenced by the landscape of the West
Country, its wild seas & skies. Devon based Vanessa Worrall
trained at the Norwich School of Art and has a degree in Fine
Art Painting from Reading University. She has exhibited
throughout the United Kingdom and has private collectors of
her work. Vicki Gillow is based in Falmouth, Cornwall. She
completed an MA in Illustration: Authorial Practice at
Falmouth University and spent some time working at
Falmouth Art Gallery under the Postgraduate Placements
Cornwall scheme. She recently created a mural as a piece of
public art with Juliet Walshe on a long wall on the County
Wharf, Falmouth.
The two artists work should perfectly complement each
other. It promises to be a high quality exhibition.
The Gallery at the Ilminster Arts Centre is open Tuesday to
Saturday, 10am to 2pm
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26 or more!
The planet doesn’t belong to us. So says John Simmons
founder of writers group “26”. Confusingly the number 26 is a
reference to the letters in the alphabet not the number of
writers (they have over 300) who champion the power of
words by developing creative projects with sympathetic
partner organisations.
In January the very idea of the country being locked down
would have sounded laughable. To all intents and purposes,
COVID-19 was a Chinese problem. The 26 agreed they would
get together in a project with the Wildlife Trusts (every
county has one – ours is the Somerset Wildlife Trust) writing
pieces about species whose very existence was threatened.
The idea was that The Wildlife Trusts would supply a list of 52
UK species in severe decline.26 would then match a writer to
each species selected. It was a poignant list, almost an elegiac
poem when the names were read out. Many were animals
famous from childhood stories, animals that we are familiar
with and assume, complacently, that they will always be with
us. It was a project that reminded me of The Lost Words
work by Robert Macfarlane. The list included hazel dormice,
hedgehogs, water voles, many kinds of bees and butterflies,
and iconic birds like the nightingale, cuckoo, skylark and puffin.
What if the nightingale sang its last song? It was a sad thought
resonant of the Just So stories, but with a darker timbre.
And yet as the Wildlife Trusts argue, the cause is not lost.
Extinction is not inevitable, recovery is possible. As time
passed there were encouraging stories of beavers being
reintroduced on the River Otter, and the large blue butterfly
successfully reintroduced in Somerset is now fluttering again in
the Cotswolds too.
Each of the 52 writers has become a champion for these
species – and for all the others not on the list. They created a
work using a form of their own creation, the centena, a poem
of exactly 100 words. And in writing so they hope to raise
awareness and persuade people to join the cause of nature’s
recovery.
They are in the process of collecting the writing into a book.
With no funds to publish the work, they have set up a
crowdfunding campaign to produce the book and help raise
funds for The Wildlife Trusts.
It is called, The Story’s Not Over.
If you’d like to support their campaign you can do so on the
crowdfunding site “Crowdfunder” – the web address is
crowdfunder.co.uk/26wild
As we went to press they had raised an impressive £1,934 out
of a target of £3,000. Go on – give them a hand and get them
to their target!
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Art at Shakspeare Glass
An exhibition of contemporary art from Ashar Art and David
Lawrence will be held at Shakspeare Gallery in Langport from
September 19, to coincide with Somerset Art Weeks. Ashar
lives in Somerset and loves wide open spaces and big skies, the
levels and moors being her inspiration. Her work is often
described as emotional and moving. Working in oils ashar
spends many hours mixing colour to achieve the palette that
expresses her emotions for a given subject, be that a place or
event. She has had her work accepted for the Royal Academy
summer exhibition.
David Lawrence has worked as a commercial artist for many
years, as well as a sculptor. Much of his work is surrealist in
style and some of his latest work includes images loosely
based around Circus iconography.
The exhibition is in the main gallery and can be visited during
usual opening hours. It runs until October 18.
For more information visit www.shakspeareglass.co.uk

In November last year Ray and Liberty Goodswen bought a
shop on Langport’s Bow Street. It was originally a butcher’s
and had been for many years. The previous owners had
traded from there for 33 years.
Today it is the start of a new adventure. Liberty comes from
an artistic family with a father who is an illustrator, a sister
who draws and a brother who makes models and works in
wood. Liberty did not think of herself as at all artistic and
trained as an opera singer after her law degree and then
ended up living on an olive farm in Tuscany.
With the arrival of her children and coping with no regular
income and home schooling she was looking for a way of
making a living which allowed her freedom of when to work.
Her sister bought her a craft book and from this she learnt
how to needle felt. Very soon she had an on-line shop and so
the business began. After 8 years and a return to England the
time came to move on. So the shop. The successful on-line
business continues.
Best laid plans
The plan was to open the shop at Easter 2020 but then came
Covid. Well, not all curses are bad. Ray and Liberty delayed
their opening so they had more time to prepare. They tried
different layouts in the building and approached more local
artists to display their work in the shop/gallery.
Eventually they opened the doors on June 17th for 3 days a
week. The “shop” is also Liberty’s studio and the area where

she will run her workshops. At present most of these are
done via Zoom but Covid friendly ones are just starting with
limited numbers and lots of space. Today she is an established
textile artist who specializes in all aspects of felting, Liberty
has discovered her in-born ability and ‘draws’ in wool.
Rural idyll
The beautiful animal images reflect her love of the
countryside and also show her love of the traditional crafts
and music. Within the gallery you can find works of other
local artist. Most live within 10 miles of Langport and just 2
are further afield within Somerset. There are water colour
paintings, handmade jewellery, pottery, handmade cards,
candles from soya wax, soap made from goat’s milk and
books from a small publisher hidden away in Wearne.
Furniture too
They also have furniture on show to help us display the other
arts (but also for sale) and to show the skills of the
upholsterer we have and whose services are available. So,
there is a shop, a gallery but most of all Goodswen and Belle
is an experience. It is where you come for a quiet few
minutes away from the normal everyday hustle and bustle.
Wander round and get present ideas and if the mood really
takes you sit at the piano and play…
Coming to Somerset 6 years ago began a whole new chapter
for Ray and Liberty. The opera singer turned folk singer, the
olive farmer became a textile artist and life is good.

Goodswen and Belle by the editor
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Walter’s Words of
Wisdom

As you read this, school should no longer be
“out” after a nearly 6 month gap (I’m crossing

my fingers that this will not have changed
by the time you read this). Education is at
the front of the news agenda. Everyone is

a little on edge. Will the new term really
start? How will it feel? Will the new measures keep education
going while keeping people safe?
What should we expect from the education of our children.
As with so many topics of the day, Walter Bagehot had plenty
to say about education and teaching. Here are a couple of his
thoughts:
Every parent wisely teaches his child his own creed, and till the child
has attained a certain age, it is better that he should not hear too
much of any other. His mind will in the end be better able to weigh
arguments, because it does not begin to weigh them so early. He
will hardly comprehend any creed unless he has been taught some
creed. But the restrictions of childhood must be relaxed in youth,
and abandoned in manhood. One object of education is to train us
for discussion, and as that training gradually approaches to
completeness, we should gradually begin to enter into and to take
part in discussion. The restrictions that are useful at nine years old
are pernicious at nineteen. [“The metaphysical basis of
toleration” Contemporary Review, Apr 1874]
A schoolmaster should have an atmosphere of awe, and walk
wonderingly, as if he was amazed at being himself. [“Hartley
Coleridge”, Prospective Review, Oct 1852]

More information on Walter can be found at
https://sites.google.com/site/walterbagehotlangport/
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